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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In the first half of this century motivational theory was
dominated by the assumption that motives are tensional
states resulting from some kind of dificit. McClelland,
Atkinson, Clark and Lowell (1953) point out that this view
was supported by writers from 'widely different sources'
as Freud, Hull, Miller and Mowrer. Especially in the field
of animal psychology, physiological needs or disturbances
of the internal balance were seen as the basis of motivational processes. These needs were believed to evoke specific
drives which in turn were considered to activate behaviour
(Richter, 1922). Strong stimuli, external as well as internal , were also
assumed to act as drives (Miller &
Dollard, 1941). The most elaborated formulation of drive
theory was given by Hull (1943). Hull no longer distinguished
between different drives but postulated a single general
drive underlying every kind of behaviour. This drive was
assumed to energize whatever behaviour an animal may be
engaged in but it was not believed to select a particular
kind of behaviour. Hull believed that, if some response
leads to a reduction in drive level, this particular response
will be more likely to occur at future occasions. Thus
drive reduction was assumed to be the basic principle of
learning,
For a long time, however, behaviour has been known of,
which seems to result neither from physiological needs nor
from strong stimulation. Already in 1931 Buytendijk reported
that in a novel environment which contains food, hungry
rats do not immediately start eating but investigate the
environment first. Dennis (1939) described that, when given
the choice between tworunways leading to a goal box with
food, rats avoid the path most recently entered.
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This 'spontanous alternation' does not reflect a tendency
to vary responses but rather represents a stimulus
alternation tendency (Montgomery, 1952). Monkeys, last but
not least, learn a visual discrimination problem if they
are rewarded by the possibility of opening a window in
order to look at a stimulus-rich environment (Butler, 1953).
It is a common feature of all these responses that they
bring the organism into contact with novel stimuli and seem
to result neither from physiological needs nor from strong
stimulation. This kind of searching and investigatory behaviour is often referred to as exploratory behaviour.
Exploration is a behaviour which seems to intend no other
consummatory act, other than exploration Itself (Bolles,
1975; Fowler, 1965); in this sense it is regarded as a
behaviour of its own purpose.

The motivational

basis

of

exploration.

Early writers in the field of exploration, looking for the
motivational basis of this behaviour, fell back on the drive
concept which had originally been developed to deal with
behaviour resulting from physiological needs. It was assumed
that the presentation of a novel stimulus produces a special
drive. This drive was called 'curiosity' by Berlyne (1950)
and 'exploratory drive' by Montgomery (1953). According to
both writers, drive level decreases with time of exposure
to the novel stimulus. With both concepts novel stimuli have
to produce the drive first and then have to reduce it, thus
acting as a reinforcer. From this it could be concluded
that a reinforcer may induce drive. As Fowler (1965) points
out, this is contrary to Hull's assumption that it is drive
reduction which forms the basis of reinforcement.
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This inconsistency had already been noticed by Myers and
Miller (1954). They tried to seperate drive producing
and drive reducing conditions by assuming that an organism
becomes satiated or bored when exposed to monotonous
stimulation while every change in stimulation reduces this
boredom drive.
In a more complex theory, Fowler (1965) tries to combine
the boredom concept with the concept of an exploratory or
curiosity drive. Curiosity is viewed as the anticipation
of stimuli not yet present and may be regarded as analogous
to incentive motivation. The more stimuli or stimulus change
an animal expects, the more efforts it will make to attain
these stimuli. Boredom on the other hand activates exploration
but does not give direction to it; it may be regarded as
analogous to drive motivation.
This concept closely parallels the drive-incentive
theory formulated by Hull (1952) and Spence (1951). Fowler
states that predictions derived from the Hull-Spence
formulation should also hold with respect to exploratory
behaviour. The strength of exploratory behaviour, for instance,
should increase with previous deprivation of stimulus change.
Another prediction concerns the effects of irrelevant
sources of drive in situationswhere exploration is considered
to be the dominant response. In such situations sources of
irrelevant drive like hunger, thirst or fear are expected
to increase strength of exploratory behaviour. The present
thesis will deal with the latter question only and even
there it will limit itself to the effects of fear on
exploration. Reviews of the whole field can be found in
Bolles (1975) and Eisenberger (1972).
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The fear

concept.

To study the effects of fear on exploration suggests itself
for two reasons: First, as fear is often assumed to have
drive properties, manipulating the level of fear may be
considered a means of testing the validity of Fowler's
drive formulation of exploration. Secondly, fear often
plays an important role in experiments on exploration
because many manipulations which form an integral part of
the testing procedure may be considered to be fear arousing.
The view that fear works as a drive was first expressed
by Mowrer (1939). For Mowrer fear was a conditioned form
of the pain reaction. It was seen as a state of tension
which activates behaviour. Because fear reduction may be
reinforcing, Mowrer considered fear a drive. This motivational
use of the fear concept can also be found in more recent
studies (Broadhurst, 1957; Savage & Eysenck, 1964). In these
contributions 'fear' is used synonymously with the originally
much broader term 'emotionality' (see Archer, 1973).
This concept of fear as a motivational state is contrary
to the more descriptive use of the term within behaviour
theory. Behaviour theorists specify certain operations or
stimuli as fear producing and define responses consequent
on these events as fear responses (Millenson, 1967; Strongman,
19 73). In the present thesis fear is defined as a complex
of feedback stimuli, resulting from responses, both overt
and covert, which are elicited by aversive stimuli. This
complex remains present until one of the responses results
in the termination of the aversive stimulus. The earlier
such an effective response occurs, the less fear will develop.
From this it follows that fear will reach a maximum level
in inescapable aversive situations.
To measure fear responses, two experimental paradigms
are widely used: In the first one the animal is brought into
a novel environment where his reactions to aversive stimuli
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(conditioned as well as unconditioned) are observed. In
the second paradigm testing occurs in a situation in which
certain responses, like eating or drinking, occur at a
high rate. These responses have often been established in
pretraining sessions. During testing the effects of aversive
stimulation on these responses are measured. It is an
important characteristic of both paradigms that animals
cannot reduce or terminate the aversive stimulation. When
the effects of aversive stimulation on exploratory behaviour
are to be studied, both methods coincide because a novel
environment is expected to elicit exploratory responses at
a high rate.

Theories

on the velationahip

between fear and

exploration.

If fear is considered a source of drive according to Hull's
drive concept, aversive stimulation should increase drive
level. Therefore, in situations in which exploration is
the dominant behaviour, drive theorists predict that
aversive stimulation will enhance exploratory activity.
Montgomery and Monkman (19 55), however, have found that
rats which had been shocked before testing explored less
than unshocked animals. A similar result is reported by
Aitken and Sheldon (1970): Shocked rats showed less
preference for the novel arm of a maze than unshocked ones.
To explain this sort of unpredicted inhibitory effects
of fear, drive theorists assume that the drive or fear
producing conditions evoke an internal 'drive stimulus'
(Brown, 1953) to which a certain response innately is
attached. This response may be incompatible with the
response typically dominant in the testing situation. In
this case the result may be an inhibition of the dominant
response instead of a facilitation.
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This will be illustrated by an example: Locomotor activity
is a widely used measure of exploration in a novel
situation. It has often been observed that aversive
stimulation results in reduction of locomotion (e.g. King,
1970; Bindra & Spinner, 1958). Drive theorists try to
explain this by assuming that aversive stimulation evokes
a drive stimulus which in its turn elicits freezing.
Freezing interferes with the tendency to move around which
is normally dominant in a novel situation.
A second type of theory, developed by Lester (1967)
and Halliday (1967), can account for facilitory and
inhibitory effects of fear. This so-called Lester-Halliday
theory (Russell, 1973) suggests that fear level and exploration are related by an inverted U-shaped function:
Low or intermediate levels of fear facilitate exploration,
while high levels act inhibitory. Contrary to drive theory,
Lester and Halliday do not regard f ear as an irrelevant
source of drive but assume that fear is the only motivational
basis of exploration. A similar concept relating level of
exploratory behaviour to activation or stimulation level
has been developed by Fiske and Maddi (1961): At any moment
and for any given task there is an optimal activation or
stimulus level which the organism tries to maintain. When
the actual level is lower than the optimal level additional
stimulation is seeked, whereas a higher than optimal level
results in avoidance of novel stimuli. If activation and
emotion are considered interchangable (Duffy, 1941), Fiske
and Maddi's concept is quite similar to the Lester-Halliday
theory.
In opposition to the theories presented up to now, Montgomery
(19 55) in his inhibition or two-factor theory supposes that
exploration is always inhibited by fear. He assumes that,
on the one hand, novel stimuli evoke a tendency to approach
them and, on the other hand, a tendency to avoid them as
fear evoking.
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The level of exploration in a novel situation is the net
outcome of a competition between both tendencies. Depending
on which tendency shows the faster habituation, a decrease
or an increase in exploration over time should occur.
A main difficulty in testing all theories on the
relationship between fear and exploration lies in the fact
that doubts do exist with respect to the validity of many
measures of exploration and to an even greater extent of
many measures of fear (see Archer, 1973) . This is quite
obvious with respect to locomotor activity which not only
is used as an index of exploration but also serves as a
measure of fear. The way it is used depends on the theoretical point of view held by a particular writer. Protagonists
of inhibition theory assume a negative relationship between
exploration and fear and state that low activity is an index
of high fear. On the other hand, Halliday(1967) considers
high activity a result of high levels of fear. A third
variant is proposed by Whimbey and Denenberg (196 7). They
regard emotionality and exploration as independent of one
another: In the first trial high activity is considered
an index of fear, while in later trials activity is
supposed to result from a tendency to explore.
How to interpret locomotor activity in a novel environment forms a central problem of this dissertation. An answer
to this question might help to clarity how fear and exploration
are interrelated. To study these issues in an adequate way,
valid measures for both constructs are needed. To find such
measures, especially for fear, will be a central problem in
most of the investigations presented in this thesis.

The experimental

studies

Attempts to validate a new measure of fear forms the starting
point of these studies.
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While the author was conducting experiments on biochemical
transfer of learning, his attention was drawn to a
behaviour which may be called dark preference or light
aversion. This tendency to prefer dark areas is often
regarded as a stable consistent trait in all rats (Keller,
1941). In the course of experimentation we started to
doubt, however, whether in fact all rats do posses this
tendency. It seemed that only animals estimated as fear
ful showed strong preference for the dark part of a light-dark choice situation.
The study reported in chapter 1 was designed to test
this hypothesis. If rats' preference for dark areas really depends
on fear level it may be expected that treatments which
reduce fear will lead to shorter stays in the dark. In the
study described here two treatments were applied which are
often used to make rats less fearful : adult handling and
group-housing.The rationale behind the use of these treatments
may be described as follows: Manipulations which are part
of the testing procedure, like picking up an animal, are
obviously aversive with naive rats. This aversiveness,
however,is not absolute. With well trained animals much
less signs of fear or discomfort can be observed. It may
be supposed, therefore, that any previous experience which
contains some aspects of the testing manipulations will
make these manipulations less aversive or fear evoking and
consequently will result in a lower total level of fear.
Handling and group-housing are believed to contain such
elements in common with the testing situation, e.g. tactual
stimulation. These treatments, therefore, are expected to
make rats react with less fear when tested.
In two experiments, identical with respect to design and
procedure, handled rats spent less time in the dark than non-handled ones. Group-housing too was effective in reducing
dark preference. Striking were the effects of repeated
measurements taken on successive days.
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On the first day only small differences were observed
between the different groups. On later days, however, non-handled rats became less active while time spent in the dark
increased. Handled rats, on the other hand, showed a rather
constant activity level while stays in the dark became
shorter.
To get more information about the validity of dark
preference as a measure of fear, the total amount of time
per trial spent in the dark was correlated with scores of
defecation and ambulation in the open-field (chapter 3).
These two responses are the most widely used as measures
of fear. The amount of time spent in the dark was found to
correlate positively with defecation and negatively with
ambulation in the open-field. Difficulties in interpretation
arose, however, with respect to the high activity observed
in the first trial and the decrease found in later trials.
In the light-dark apparatus this decrease was accompanied
by an increase in amount of time spent in the dark.
High activity in the first trial may be explained in
two ways :
First, it may be regarded as representing an exploratory
tendency which decreases with time of exposure to novel
stimuli. A second interpretation is proposed by Welker (1957):
A novel situation possesses aversive properties which may
evoke flight tendencies. These tendencies result in a high
initial activity. According to this second interpretation
initial activity represents a tendency to get away from
novel stimuli rather than an approach tendency.
In chapter 2 and 3 two studies are reported designed to
investigate whether the escape hypothesis or the exploration
point of view constitutes the more valid interpretation of
initial activity in the light-dark apparatus and in the open-field. In the first study additional stimuli are offered
in the lighted parts of the light-dark apparatus.
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If initial activity represents a tendency to seek and
investigate novel stimuli, additional stimuli should be
intensively investigated in the first trial. Later, with
increasing exposure to the stimulus-situation, investigation should become less intensive. The results, however,
show an opposite pattern. Although in the first trial
activity was high, additional stimuli were avoided. Only
in later trials did rats start to investigate these stimuli.
The second study in chapter 3 was based on the idea
that locomotor activity in a novel environment certainly
cannot be considered to represent flight tendencies if
rats are given a free choice to enter this environment or
not. Therefore, the home-cage was attached to the open-field
for one group of rats. As a consequence, these rats could
freely choose where to stay. Another group of rats was forced
to stay in the field. Rats from this latter group were
again rather active in the first trial. Contrary to this,
rats which had the possibility to retreat into the home cage
did not spend much time in the open field in the first trial.
In latter trials they showed an increasing tendency to visit
the open-field. It may be concluded that, in novel situations
which do not offer an escape possibility, rats are rather
active in the first trial. In this period, however, they do
not investigate novel stimuli. Moreover, if they have the
possibility of retreating into the home cage they do not
stay in the testing apparatus. These results suggest that
the initial activity, as seen in situations without escape
possibility, can best be interpreted as representing escape
tendencies.
The first study presented in chapter 4 investigated
whether staying in the dark results from a preference for
the dark or whether light aversion is the crucial factor.
If it is light aversion, increasing illumination of the
bright part of the apparatus should make this part more
eversive and consequently should result in longer stays in
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the dark. If illumination of the bright part does not influence duration of stays in the dark, dark preference will
be considered the important factor. Because stays in the
dark became longer with increasing levels of illumination
it was concluded that it is light aversion that makes rats
stay in the dark.
In the second study reported in chapter 4 the question
was asked whether this light aversion can serve as a measure
of fear. To increase rats' level of fear white noise was
used as an aversive stimulus. White noise was found to increase light aversion as well as ambulation, and more animals
defecated when noise was applied. Similar results were found
in the open-field. Behavioural changes within trials as well
as across successive trials gave rise to the assumption that
after an initial period of ineffective escape efforts fear
becomes stronger. This increase of fear results in a reduction
in ambulation and in more extended stays in the dark.
Provided this interpretation is valid, light aversion may
turn out to be a useful index of fear.
In the studies described up to here, rats were found to
show two tendencies in novel situations. First, they try to
escape from the situation and to enter a familiar place.
Secondly, when this behaviour proves ineffective they stay
in a dark part of the environment if available. In chapter
5 a study is presented in which a conflict is created between
these two tendencies. To this end the bright part of the
light-dark apparatus was replaced by the home cage. In two
experiments with two different strains of rats a strong
preference was found for the home cage independent from
how brightly it was illuminated. Obviously, rats are eager
to tolerate aversive stimulation if only they can stay in
a familiar environment, at least initially. Exploration of
novel stimuli is not observed in such situations.
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Conclusions
Summarizing the results of the present studies, it may
be concluded that a great part of the activity displayed
in a novel situation is directed towards finding an escape
possibility. This behaviour is elicited by eversive stimulation and has a clearly discernable function. Therefore,
it must not be considered exploration in the sense of a
behaviour of its own purpose.
It may be asked then, whether exploratory behaviour
defined in this way, does exist at all, or whether the term
'exploration' is only a waste-basket for behaviour the
function of which is not yet known. If the term is to be
maintained at all, it might be more appropriate to use it
in a more descriptive sense for all searching behaviour,
regardless of what its goal might be (Vossen, 1966).
In this case, the initial activity observed in a novel
situation may be denoted as exploratory behaviour. It may
then be concluded that aversive stimulation initially may
enhance exploration. In case this exploration leads to the
intended goal i.e. a safe place like the home-cage, no
further exploration occurs for some time. If initial activity
does not lead to the intended end, the environment constitutes
an aversive situation from which escape is impossible.
This kind of situation, however, has been defined as highly
fear evoking. What has been observed in the studies presented
here is that, in situations without possibility of escape
ambulation is sharply and rapidly reduced. It is concluded,
therefore, that the arousal of fear leads to an inhibition
of exploratory behaviour. From this it is suggested that
aversive stimulation first facilitates exploration but that
a consequent increase of fear will result in inhibition.
Only later when fear has habituated exploration is expected
to recover again.
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INLEIDING EN SAMENVATTING
In de eerste helft van deze eeuw ging men in de motivatietheorie ervan uit dat motieven spanningstoestanden zijn
die het gevolg zijn van een of ander tekort. McClelland,
Atkinson, Clark and Lowell (1953) wijzen erop, dat deze
visie ondersteund werd door auteurs met sterk verschillende achtergronden zoals Freud, Hull, Miller en Mowrer. Met
name in de dierpsychologie werden fysiologische behoeften
of verstoringen van het interne evenwicht beschouwd als
basis van motivationale processen. Men nam aan dat deze
behoeften bepaalde "drives" oproepen, die op hun beurt
het gedrag in gang zetten (Richter, 1922) . Ook sterke stimuli, zowel externe als interne, konden optreden als "drives"
(Miller & Dollard, 1941). De meest grondige formulering
van de"drive"-theorie werd uitgewerkt door Huil (1943).
Hi] maakte niet langer onderscheid tussen verschillende
"drives" maar nam aan, dat één enkele algemene "drive"
ten grondslag ligt aan elk soort gedrag. Als een bepaalde
respons tot verlaging van het "drive"-nivo leidt, zal volgens Huil deze respons in de toekomst bij eenzelfde situatie waarschijnlijker zijn. Dat wil zeggen: "Drive"-reductie werd beschouwd als het grondbeginsel van elk leren.
Al sedert geruime tijd is evenwel gedrag bekend, dat
noch door fysiologische behoeften noch door sterke stimulatie veroorzaakt wordt. Reeds in 1931 beschreef Buytendijk,
dat hongerige ratten in een nieuwe omgeving, waarin voedsel
aanwezig is, eerst de omgeving verkennen voor dat ze beginnen te etei. Dennis (1939) toonde aan, dat wanneer een rat
de keuze gegeven wordt tussen twee loopgangen die naar voedsel leiden,deze rat de laatst gekozen gang vermijdt.
Dit spontane alterneren wordt niet veroorzaakt door een tendens om responses te variëren, maar veeleer door een tendens
om stimuli af te wisselen (Montgomery, 1952).
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Apen, tenslotte, leren een visueel discriminatieprobleem
als ze daardoor de kans krijgen een raam te openen om naar
een stimulusrijke omgeving te kijken (Butler, 1953). Het
gemeenschappelijke kenmerk van al deze responses is dat
ze het organisme in kontakt brengen met nieuwe stimuli en
noch veroorzaakt worden door fysiologische behoeften, noch
door sterke stimulatie. Dit soort zoek en onderzoek gedrag wordt vaak als exploratief gedrag beschreven. Exploratie wordt meestal niet als instrumenteel maar als consummatoir gedrag beschouwd. In deze zin wordt exploratie
gezien als gedrag dat het doel in zichzelf draagt (Bolles,
1975; Fowler, 1965).

De motivationele

basis

Van

exploratie

De eerste onderzoekers op het gebied van exploratie, die
naar de motivationele basis van dit gedrag zochten, vielen
terug op het "drive" concept, dat oorspronkelijk ontwikkeld
was om gedrag te verklaren dat zijn oorsprong had in fysiologische behoeften. Men nam aan, dat het aanbieden van een
nieuwe stimulus een bepaalde "drive" veroorzaakt. Deze
"drive" werd door Berlyne (1950) "curiosity" en door
Montgomery (1953) "exploratory drive" genoemd. Volgens beide schrijvers wordt het "drive" nivo lager naarmate de aanbiedingstijd van de nieuwe stimulus langer wordt. Beiden
nemen aan dat nieuwe stimuli eerst de "drive" moeten opwekken om deze vervolgens weer te verlagen; op deze manier
werken ze als reinforcer. Hieruit zou geconcludeerd kunnen
worden dat een reinforcer "drive" kan induceren. Fowler
(1965) wijst erop dat dit in tegenspraak is met Hull's assumptie dat juist verlaging van "drive" reinforcerend werkt.
Deze tegenstrijdigheid werd reeds opgemerkt door Myers en
Miller (1954).
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Zij trachtten "drive" producerende en "drive" reducerende
condtities te scheiden door aan te nemen, dat het organisme verveelt raakt wanneer het aan een monotone stimulatie
wordt blootgesteld, terwijl elke verandering in stimulatie deze verveling reduceert.
In een meer complexe theorie probeert Fowler (1965)
het vervelingsconcept met het concept van een exploratieof nieuwsgierigheids "drive" te kombineren. Nieuwsgierigheid wordt, analoog aan incentieve motivatie, beschouwd
als de verwachting van nog niet aanwezige stimuli. Hoe
meer stimuli of verandering in stimulatie een dier verwacht,
des te grotere inspanningen zal het zich getroosten om
deze stimuli te verkrijgen. Verveling daarentegen aktiveert exploratie maar geeft er geen richting aan. Het kan
dus als analoog gezien worden a a n "drive"-motivatie.
Dit concept loopt parallel aan de "drive"-incentive"
theorie van Huil (1952) en Spence (1951). Fowler (1965)
beweert, dat de voorspellingen van het Hull-Spence model
ook gelden voor exploratief gedrag. De sterkte van het
exploratief gedrag zou bijvoorbeeld moeten toenemen na
voorafgaande deprivatie van stimulus-verandering. Een
andere voorspelling betreft het effect van irrelevante
"drive"-bronnen in gevallen waar exploratie als de dominante
respons beschouwd wordt. In zulke situaties zouden de bronnen van irrelevante "drive" zoals honger, dorst of angst
het exploratief gedrag moeten versterken. Dit proefschrift
zal slechts de laatste vraag behandelen en dan nog slechts
de effecten van angst op exploratief gedrag. Een overzicht
van het hele gebied kan gevonden worden in Bolles (1975)
en Eisenberger (1972).

Het concept

"anget"

Er zijn twee redenen aan te geven om het effect van angst
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op exploratief gedrag te onderzoeken: Ten eerste kan, aangezien aan angst vaak "drive" eigenschappen toegekend worden, de beïnvloeding van het angst-nivo dienen om Fowler's
beschri3vlng van exploratie in termen van "drive" te toetsen. Ten tweede speelt angst vaak een rol bij exploratie-expenmenten, omdat vele handelingen, die een integraal
deel vormen van de test-procedure,angst opwekken.
Mowrer (1939) was de eerste die angst als "drive"
beschreef. Voor Mowrer was angst een gekonditioneerde vorm
van de pijnreaktie. Hi] beschouwde het als een spanningstoestand, die gedrag aktiveert. Omdat angstvermindering
als reinforcement kan werken bestempelde Mowrer angst als
"drive". Dit motivationele gebruik van het begrip "angst"
wordt ook aangetroffen in meer recente studies (Broadhurst,
1957; Savage and Eysenck, 1964). In deze bijdragen wordt
"angst" als synoniem van het oorspronkelijk veel algemenere begrip "emotionaliteit" gebruikt (zie Archer, 1973).
De boven gegeven definitie van angst als motivationele
toestand staat tegenover het meer beschrijvend gebruik van
de term in de gedragstheorie. Gedragstheoretici kwalificeren sommige operaties of stimuli als angst veroorzakend
en definiëren de respons die hierop volgt als angstrespons.
(Millenson, 1967; Strongman, 1973). In dit proefschrift
wordt angst gedefinieerd als een komplex van feedback-stimuli,
die het gevolg zijn van zowel externe als interne responsen,
opgewekt door aversieve stimuli. Dit komplex blijft aanwezig tot een van de responsen de aversieve stimulus beëindigt. Hoe sneller zo'η effectieve respons optreedt, des te
minder angst kan er ontstaan. Dit betekent, dat de angst
maximaal zal zijn in onontkombare aversieve situaties.
Twee experimentele paradigma's worden algemeen gebruikt
om angstresponsen te meten: in het eerste wordt het dier
in een nieuwe omgeving gebracht, waar zijn reacties op aver
sieve stimuli (zowel gekonditioneerde als niet-gekonditioneerde) worden geobserveerd.
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In het tweede paradigma vindt de test plaats in een situatie waarin bepaalde responsen, zoals eten en drinken,
veel optreden. Deze responsen zijn vaak aangeleerd in een
voor-training. Gemeten worden de effekten van de aversieve
stimulatie op deze responsen. Een belangrijk kenmerk van
beide paradigma's is dat de dieren de aversieve stimulatie
niet kunnen verminderen of beëindigen. Als het effect van
aversieve stimulatie op exploratief gedrag wordt bestudeerd
vallen beide methoden samen, omdat een nieuwe omgeving veel
exploratieresponsen zal veroorzaken.

Theorieën

over het verband tussen

angat en

exploratie

Als angst beschouwd wordt als een bron van "drive", overeenkomstig Hull's definitie van "drive", dan zou aversieve stimulatie het "driven-nivo moeten verhogen. Derhalve
voorspellen "driven-theoretici, dat aversieve stimulatie
de exploratieve aktiviteit zal versterken in gevallen waarin exploratie het dominante gedrag is. Montgomery and
Monkman (1955) hebben evenwel gevonden dat ratten die een
elektroshock hebben gehad minder exploratie vertonen dan
de niet behandelde dieren. Een soortgelijk resultaat is
gerapporteerd door Aitken and Sheldon (1970): Nadat ze
shock hebben gehad vertonen ratten minder voorkeur voor
een nieuwe gang van een doolhof.
Om dit soort niet voorziene inhibitieeffocten van angst
te verklaren, veronderstellen "drive"-theoretici, dat de
"drive"- of angst veroorzakende condities een interne
"drive stimulus" oproepen (Brown, 1953) waaraan een bepaalde respons gekoppeld is. Deze respons kan onverenigbaar
zijn met de dominante respons in de testsituatie, hetgeen
kan resulteren in een inhibitie van de dominante respons
in plaats van een facilitatie.
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We zullen dat illustreren aan de hand van een voorbeeld:
Locomotor aktlviteit is een veelvuldig gebruikte maat voor
exploratie in een nieuwe omgeving. Aversieve stimulatie
leidt tot vermindering van locomotie zoals dikwijls is gekonstateerd (b.v. King, 1970; Bindra and Sinner, 1958).
'Drive'^theoretici trachten dit uit te leggen door te veronderstellen dat aversieve stimulatie een "drive"-stimulus
oproept die "freezing" veroorzaakt. "Freezing" verstoort
de neiging tot rondlopen die normaliter de dominerende
respons is in een nieuwe situatie.
Een tweede soort theorie, ontwikkeld door Lester (1967)
en Halliday (1967), kan zowel faciliterende als ook inhiberende effecten van angst verklaren. Deze zogenoemde
Lester-Halliday theorie (Russell, 1973) neemt aan dat angst-nivo en exploratie met elkaar verband houden via een omgekeerde U-vormige functie: Niet te hoge angst-nivo's versterken de exploratie, terwijl hoge angst-nivo's inhiberen.
Lester en Halliday beschouwen angst, in tegenstelling tot
de "drive"-theorie, niet als een irrelevante bron van "drive"
maar als de enige motivationele basis voor exploratie. Door
Fiske and Maddi (1961) is een soortgelijk concept ontwikkeld
om het nivo van exploratief gedrag te relateren aan aktiviteit of stimulatie-nivo: Ten allen tijde en bij elke taak
probeert het organisme een optimaal aktivenngs- of stimulatie-nivo te bewaren. Als het feitelijke nivo beneden het
optimale nivo ligt wordt meer stimulatie gezocht, terwijl
in het omgekeerde geval nieuwe stimuli worden vermeden.
Fiske and Maddi's concept is vrijwel identiek aan de theorie van Lester en Halliday wanneer aktivering en emotionaliteit als verwisselbaar beschouwd worden (Duffy, 1941).
Montgomery (1955) neemt, in tegenstelling tot de tot
nu toe besproken theorieën, in zijn inhibitie of twee-faktor theorie aan dat nieuwe stimuli enerzijds de neiging
opwekken ze te benaderen, maar anderzijds een neiging
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opwekken om ze te vermijden ondat ze angst verwekken. Het
nivo van exploratie is de resultante van de kompetitie
tussen beide tendensen. De tendens die een snellere habituatie vertoont zal bepalen of de exploratie toe- of afneemt .
Een belangrijk probleem bi] het testen van theorieën
over het verband tussen angst en exploratie is gelegen in
het feit dat de validiteit van vele maten van exploratie
en nog veel sterker van angst nogal kontroversieel is (zie
Archer, 1973). Dit is heel duidelijk voor de locomotor
aktiviteit, die niet slechts wordt gebruikt als maat voor
exploratie maar tevens als graad van angst. Hoe deze maat
wordt gebruikt ligt aan het theoretisch gezichtspunt van
de specifieke auteur. Voorstanders van de inhibitie-theorie veronderstellen dat er een negatief verband bestaat
tussen exploratie en angst en zijn van mening dat lage aktiviteit dan een maat is voor grote angst. Anderzijds
beschouwt Halliday (1967) hoge aktiviteit juist als het
resultaat van grote angst. Een derde variant werd voorgesteld door Whimbey en Denenberg (1967). Zij beweren dat
emotionaliteit en exploratie onafhankelijk van elkaar zijn.
Hoge aktiviteit in de eerste trial betekent angst, terwijl
in daaropvolgende trials aktiviteit wordt gezien als een
neiging tot exploratie.
Een centraal thema in dit proefschrift is het probleem
van de interpretatie van locomotoraktiviteit in een nieuwe
omgeving. Een antwoord hierop kan wellicht bijdragen tot
een beter begrip van hoe angst en exploratie samenhangen.
Om deze onderwerpen goed te kunnen bestuderen zijn valide
maten nodig voor beide constructen. Derhalve zal er in deze
thesis veel aandacht besteed worden aan de wijze waarop maten
gevonden kunnen worden, met name voor angst.
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De

experimenten

Uitgangspunt voor deze experimenten was een poging om een
nieuwe maat voor angst te valideren. Tijdens het uitvoeren
van experimenten over biochemische transfer van leren werd
de aandacht van de auteur gevestigd op een gedrag dat donker-preferentie of licht-aversie genoemd kan worden. Deze
neiging om de voorkeur te geven aan donkere gedeelten van
een nieuwe omgeving wordt vaak gezien als een stabiel kenmerk van alle ratten (Keiler, 1941). Tijdens de experimentatie begonnen we er echter aan te twijfelen of wel alle
ratten deze neiging vertonen. Het leek erop dat alleen
dieren die men als angstig zou kunnen bestempelen een sterke voorkeur hadden voor het donkere gedeelte van een licht-donker keuze situatie.
Het onderzoek dat in hoofdstuk 1 is vermeld was bedoeld
om deze hypothese te toetsen. Als de voorkeur van de rat
voor donkere gedeelten in zijn omgeving werkelijk afhankelijk is van de mate van angst, kan men verwachten dat behandelingen die angst reduceren, zullen leiden tot een korter verblijf in het donker. In het beschreven experiment
werden twee behandelingen toegepast, die vaker gebruikt
worden om ratten minder angstig te maken: "handling" op
volwassen leeftijd en het huisvesten in groepen.
De gedachte achter de toepassing van deze behandelingen
kan als volgt worden beschreven: handelingen die deel uitmaken van de testprocedure, zoals het oppakken van een dier,
zijn voor naieve ratten duidelijk aversief. Deze aversiviteit is echter geen absoluut gegeven. Bij goed getrainde
ratten kan men duidelijk minder tekenen van angst of ongemak observeren. Er kan daarom worden verondersteld dat
elke voorafgaande ervaring met aspecten van de testhandelingen deze handelingen minder aversief of angstwekkend maakt
en daarom tot een lager totaalnivo van angst leidt.
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Er wordt aangenomen, dat "handling" en "group-housing"
elementen gemeenschappelijk hebben met de testsituatie,
bijvoorbeeld taktiele stimulatie. Daarom wordt verwacht
dat deze behandelingen het resultaat hebben dat de ratten minder angstig reageren wanneer ze getest worden.
In twee, wat design en procedure betreft, identieke experimenten bleek dat ratten die een "handling"-procedure hadden ondergaan minder tijd in het donker
doorbrachten dan ratten die deze procedure niet hadden
ondergaan. "Group-housing" bleek ook effectief te zijn in
het verminderen van de donker-preferentie. Opvallend waren de effecten van herhaalde metingen op opeenvolgende
dagen. Op de eerste dag werden slechts kleine verschillen
opgemerkt tussen de verschillende groepen. Echter op de
daarop volgende dagen werden de ratten die geen "handling"
procedure hadden ondergaan minder aktief terwijl ze langer in het donker verbleven. Ratten met een "handling"
behandeling daarentegen toonden een vrijwel konstant aktiviteitsnivo, terwijl ze bovendien korter in het donker
verbleven.
Om meer informatie te verkrijgen omtrent de validiteit van donker-preferentie als maat voor angst, werd de
totale tijdsduur die een dier tijdens een trial in het
donker doorbracht gecorreleerd met twee andere responsen,
namelijk defecatie- en ambulatiescores in de open-veld situatie (hoofdstuk 3). Deze twee responsen namelijk worden
het meest gebruikt als maten voor angst. De verblijfsduur in het donker correleerde positief met defecatie en
negatief met ambulatie in het open-veld. Moeilijkheden
ontstonden echter bij het interpreteren van de hoge aktiviteit in de eerste trial en de afname gevonden in latere
trials. In de licht-donker opstelling ging deze afname
gepaard met een toename in de verblijfsduur in het donker.
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Hoge aktiviteit in de eerste trial kan op twee manieren worden verklaard: Op de eerste plaats zou het kunnen
worden gezien als gevolg van een exploratieve neiging die
afneemt naarmate nieuwe stimuli langer worden aangeboden.
Een tweede interpretatie wordt voorgesteld door Welker
(1957): een nieuwe situatie heeft aversievc eigenschappen
die vluchtneigingen kunnen opwekken. Deze neigingen resulteren in een hoge beginaktiviteit. Overeenkomstig deze
tweede interpretatie betekent beginaktiviteit veeleer een
tendens om zich van nieuwe stimuli te verwijderen dan een
tendens dergelijke stimuli te benaderen.
In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 zijn twee studies vermeld,
die bedoeld zijn om na te gaan of de escape-hypothese of
de exploratie-hypothese de meer valide interpretatie van
beginaktiviteit in de licht-donker opstelling en in het
open-veld vormt.
In het eerste experiment worden de verlichte gedeelten
van de licht-donker opstelling met meer stimuli verrijkt.
Als de beginaktiviteit de tendens reflecteert om nieuwe
stimuli op te zoeken en te onderzoekenj dan zouden de toegevoegde stimuli in de eerste trial intensief onderzocht moeten worden. Naarmate de stimuli langer worden aangeboden,
zullen ze minder intensief geëxploreerd worden. De resultaten echter geven een tegengesteld beeld. Hoewel in de
eerste trial een hoge mate van aktiviteit aanwezig was werden de toegevoegde stimuli vermeden. Pas in latere trials
begonnen de ratten deze stimuli te onderzoeken.
In het tweede experiment (hoofdstuk 3) werd van de gedachte uitgegaan dat locomotor-aktiviteit in een nieuwe omgeving zeker niet als een vluchtneiging gezien kan worden
wanneer de ratten de vrije keus hadden om wel of niet in
deze omgeving te komen. Daartoe werd de thuiskooi voor één
groep ratten met het open-veld verbonden.
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Daardoor konden deze ratten vrij kiezen waar ze verbleven.
Een andere groep ratten werd gedwongen om in het open-veld te blieven. Deze laatste groep was opnieuw vri} aktief in de eerste trial. Ratten die de mogelijkheid hadden
om naar de thuiskooi te gaan verbleven in deze trial daartegen maar korte ti;jd in het open-veld. In de daaropvolgende trials vertoonden ze een toenemende neiging om naar
het open-veld te gaan. Hieruit kan geconcludeerd worden
dat in nieuwe situaties die geen mogelijkheid tot ontsnapping bieden, ratten in de eerste trial vri] aktief zijn.
In deze periode onderzoeken ze echter geen nieuwe stimuli.
Bovendien blijven ze niet in de testopstelling als ze de
mogelijkheid hebben om naar de thuiskooi te gaan. Deze resultaten suggereren dat de beginaktiviteit, zoals gezien
in situaties zonder ontsnappingsmogelijkheid, het best geïnterpreteerd kan worden als veroorzaakt door ontsnappingsneigingen van het dier.
De eerste studie die in hoofdstuk 4 wordt behandeld,
onderzoekt of het verblijf in het donker het gevolg is van
een voorkeur voor het donker of dat licht-aversie de cruciale faktor is. Als sterkere verlichting van het lichte
gedeelte van de situatie zou leider tot lanqere periodes
in het donkere gedeelte, dan zou dit betekenen dat licht-aversie bepalend is. Is de mate van verlichting niet van
invloed op de tijd doorgebracht in het donker dan is de
voorkeur voor het donker cruciaal. Uit de resultaten bleek
dat de lichtsterkte wel van invloed was op de hoeveelheid
tijd doorgebracht in het donkere gedeelte van de situatie,
zodat aangenomen mag worden dat het licht-aversie is waardoor ratten in het donkere gedeelte blijven.
In de tweede studie, welke behandeld wordt in hoofdstuk 4, werd wederom de vraag opgeworpen of licht-aversie
kan dienen als een maat voor anqst. Witte ruis werd gebruikt als aversieve stimulus om het angst-nivo van de
rat te verhogen.
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Witte ruis bleek zowel de licht-aversie te versterken als
de ambulatie; tevens vertoonden meer dieren defekatie als ruis
werd toegediend. Soortgelijke resultaten werden gevonden
in het open-veld. Veranderingen in het gedrag binnen een
trial evenals tussen opeenvolgende trials gaven aanlei
ding tot de veronderstelling dat na een beginperiode van
vergeefse pogingen om aan de situatie te ontsnappen, de
angst toeneemt. Deze toename van de angst leidt tot een
vermindering van ambulatie en tot langere periodes in het
donker. Uit deze resultaten werd gekonkludeerd dat aver
sie voor licht een bruikbare maat voor angst is.
In de tot nu toe beschreven studies bleken ratten in
een nieuwe omgeving twee tendensen te vertonen. Ten eerste
trachten ze aan de vreemde situatie te ontsnappen en naar
vertrouwde plaatsen te gaan. Ten tweede blijven ze, als
dit gedrag geen resultaat heeft, in een donker gedeelte
van de omgeving indien aanwezig. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een
studie gepresenteerd waarin een konflikt tussen beide nei
gingen wordt geschapen. Daartoe werd het heldere gedeelte
van de licht-donker situatie vervangen door de thuiskooi
van de rat. In twee experimenten met twee verschillende
stammen van ratten werd een sterke voorkeur voor de thuis
kooi gevonden, onafhankelijk van de hoeveelheid licht daar
in. Dit toont duidelijk aan dat ratten aversieve stimulatie
aksepteren als ze maar, zeker in het begin, in een bekende
omgeving kunnen blijven. Exploratie van nieuwe stimuli
wordt in zulke situaties niet waargenomen.

KonkІивіев
Als we de resultaten van de beschreven studies proberen
samen te vatten, moet gekonkludeerd worden dat een groot
deel van de aktiviteit in een nieuwe omgeving gericht is
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op het zoeken van een ontsnappingsmogelijkheid. Dit gedrag wordt opgewekt door aversieve stimulatie en heeft
een duidelijk onderscheidbare funktie. Het moet derhalve
niet beschouwd worden als exploratie in de zin van gedrag
met een eigen doel.
De vraag zou dan opgeworpen kunnen worden of exploratief gedrag op deze manier gedefinieerd überhaupt voorkomt, 6f dat de term exploratie slechts als vergaarbak
fungeert voor gedrag waarvan de funktie nog onbekend is.
Als aan de term vastgehouden wordt zou het daarom wellicht
beter zijn deze meer te gebruiken als beschrijving van
alle zoekgedragingen, wat dan ook het doel daarvan mag zijn
(Vossen, 1966). In deze zin mag de beginaktiviteit die
waargenomen wordt in een nieuwe situatie wel exploratief
gedrag genoemd worden. Tevens kan gekonkludeerd worden,
dat aversieve stimulatie aanvankelijk exploratie kan oproepen. Als dit exploreren tot het beoogde doel, namelijk een
veilige plaats zoals de thuiskooi, leidt, treedt er gedurende enige tijd geen exploratie op. Als de beginaktiviteit
niet leidt tot het beoogde doel, wordt de omgeving tot aversieve situatie waaruit geen ontsnapping mogelijk is. Juist
dit soort situatie is gedefinieerd als sterk angst-opwekkend. De experimenten, die in dit proefschrift beschreven
worden, tonen aan dat in een situatie zonder uitweg ambulatie sterk afneemt. Derhalve wordt gekonkludeerd dat het
ontstaan van angst resulteert in inhibitie van exploratief
gedrag. Dit gaf aanleiding tot de suggestie dat aversieve
stimulatie eerst exploratie versterkt, maar vervolgens omslaat in inhibitie ten gevolge van de toegenomen angst.
Pas later, wanneer de angst gehabitueerd is, zal het exploratief gedrag zich herstellen.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ADULT HANDLING AND SOCIAL ISOLATION
ON DARK PREFERENCE IN ALBINO RATS
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THE INFLUENCE OF ADULT HANDLING AND SOCIAL ISOLATION
ON DARK PREFERENCE IN ALBINO RATS
By D. AULICH, J. SPIELHOFEN & W. G. M. RAAIJMAKERS
Department of Comparative and Physiological Psychology, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Abstract. Social isolation and adult handling are supposed to alter emotionality in rats. In order to
investigate the hypothesis that dark preference in albino rats is dependent on their emotional level, one
group of male, 60-day-old Wistar rats was housed in pairs, another group was housed individually,
both for 30 days. After this period one half of each group was handled for 7 days. The animals were
tested on several consecutive days in a light-dark choice situation. Handled animals stayed
significantly less time in the dark than non-handled ones. Isolation on the other hand, increased
time spent in the dark. Groups not only differed in the mean times they stayed in the dark, but
also showed different forms of curves over the days. These results could be replicated in a second
experiment. Data seem to support the hypothesis of dark preference as an emotional response.
Dark preference is a phenomenon which has
often been reported in investigations on albino
rats. Lockard (1963) gives an extended review
of light-dependent behaviour in rodents.
During recent years, dark preference has been
frequently used in research on biochemical
transfer of learning, because it has been con
sidered a very stable and consistent trait (Gay
& Raphelson 1967; Ungar, Desiderio & Parr
1972). An animal is said to have this property
if in a light-dark choice situation, it goes
preferentially to the dark. In these transfer
experiments it is assumed that injections of
extracts from the brains of rats who had learned
to avoid the dark, reduce dark preference in
recipient rats. We tried to replicate some of
these findings in our laboratory, but soon started
to doubt whether dark preference is in fact a
consistent trait in albino rats. It seemed to us
that animals which we thought to be fearful,
preferred the dark part of a two-compartment
box more than animals which showed fewer
signs of fear. In order to investigate this sug
gestion we planned to manipulate the emotional
level by means of handling and social isolation.
Adult handling is considered to make rats
less fearful and more exploratory (Winokur,
Stern & Taylor 1959; Meyers 1965; Joffe &
Levine 1973), while social isolation is expected
to have the opposite effect (Ader & Friedman
1964; Archer 1969; Morrison 1969). Both
treatments were chosen because they are in
volved implicitly in many investigations. In
most experiments, for example, animals get
some amount of handling while being picked up
by the experimenter. There is, however, often
a lack of an appropriate control for possible
effects of handling.

From the hypothesis that dark preference in
albino rats is dependent on the emotional state
of the animals, the prediction was made that
handling would reduce dark preference and that
social isolation would increase it.
Methods
Experiment 1
Eighty, male, random-bred albino rats from
the Wistar-Glaxo strain, bred in our laboratory,
were housed after weaning at 28 days in groups
of four in Macrolon cages (38 χ 75 χ 15 cm).
Food and water were available ad libitum.
The light period lasted from 08.00 to 20.00 hours.
Once a week the animals were picked up from
their cages and put into clean ones. At 60 days
of age they were randomly assigned to two
groups containing forty animals each. All of
them were rehoused in an automated animal
care system (UNO), with cage walls made of
metal. The cages measured 32 X 26 χ 19 cm.
Cage cleaning and handling in connection with
it were from then on unnecessary. The animals
of one group were housed individually (isolated
group), those of the other group were housed
in pairs (non-isolated group).
After 30 days in these conditions both groups
were subdivided randomly into two subgroups.
In both housing conditions the animals of one
subgroup were handled, those of the other
subgroup remained undisturbed. Handling con
sisted of removing an animal from its cage,
holding it in one hand for 5 min and stroking its
back with the thumb of the other hand about
sixty times a minute. This handling treatment
was given on seven consecutive days. After this
the animals were again rehoused in Macrolon
3

4
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cages and placed in a colony room adjacent
to the testing-room. During handling and testing
days social conditions remained unchanged.
Testing started 3 days after the last handling
treatment.
Experiment 2 (Replication)
This was an exact replication of the first
experiment, with animals of the same age given
the same treatment. The isolated non-handled
group now contained eleven animals, while
each of the other three groups contained twelve.
The test box was developed from that used
by Gay & Raphclson (1967). Two compartments
(30 x 30 cm) were connected by a runway (80 /
12 cm). In the middle of this runway a starting
compartment (25 x 14 cm) was attached to one
of the side walls. All walls were 30-cm high and
were made of Perspex. One half of the box,
including half of the starting compartment, was
painted black, the other half was painted white.
The black compartment was covered by a
wooden lid. The brightness in this dark com
partment (DC) was 6 lux The white compart
ment (WC) was lit by a 40-W bulb, providing
320 lux at the middle of the compartment floor.
Apart from this bulb there was no other light
in the testing room.
Immediately before a trial the rats were
carried from the colony room to the adjoining
testing room. There they were removed from
their cages and put into the starting compartment.
The parts of the box the animals visited as well
as the duration of these stays were continuously
recorded over a period of 180 s. Criterion for
staying in a compartment was the position of
the hind legs. From these records the total time
the animals remained in each of the compart
ments was calculated. A rough measure of
ambulation is given by the number of changes
of compartment during one trial.
Animals were tested in alternate sequence,
i.e. an isolated rat was followed by a non
isolated one, and one from a handled group
was run after one from a non-handled group.
After each animal the box was cleaned with a
wet sponge and dried with hot air. Seven trials
were given on seven consecutive days.
Results
For experiment 1 the mean times spent in the
DC by the different groups on the first, the
third, and the last day are presented in Table I.
The handled animals which were housed in
pairs have the lowest dark scores, non-handled
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Table I. Mean DC-times on the First, Third and Last
Day (In Seconds)
Day 1

h-ni
h-ni
nh-ni
nh-i

Day 3

Day 7

104

92

83

115

96

89

130

123

90

139

149

113

= Handled-non-isolalcd.
- Handlcd-isolatcd.
- Non-handled-non-isolatcd.
— Non-hundlcd-isolutcd.

isolated ones the highest, with the other two
groups having intermediate scores.
A 2 (handling-non-handling) χ 2 (isolationnon-isolation) χ 7 (days) analysis of variance
with repeated measures on the third factor was
computed (Kirk 1968). It revealed that handled
rats spent less time in the dark than nonhandled ones (F
14-5; df -• 1,76; /»--Ό-00Ι).
The dilTerence between isolated animals and
animals housed in pairs just failed to reach
significance
(F - 3-5; df-^ 1,76;
P<01).
A change over time is indicated by a highly
significant effect over days (F = 17-5; <фг =
6,456;
P<0001).
While the time spent in the dark increases
from day 1 to day 3 in the isolated, non-handled
group, the other three groups show a decline
over the days which is most pronounced in the
two handled groups. This difference in curves
is reflected by the handling χ days interaction
( F - 2-38; d/
6,456; P< 005).
DC-data of the replication are shown in Fig. 1.
An analysis of variance yielded a significant
handling effect (F
8·8;<//·
1,43; P< 0001).
The only other effect approaching significance
was the handling χ days interaction (F - 1-9;
df-- 6,256; Ρ < 01). There was no significant
effect for the social condition.
Table II presents the number of compartment
changes for both experiments. It can be seen
that handled animals were more active than nonhandled ones. In those groups where DC-times
increase during the first days, ambulation shows
a drop from the first to the third day.
As experiment 2 was a replication of experi
ment I, and the results of both were similar,
the data were collapsed in a single analysis
of variance with groups of thirty-two and thirtyone animals respectively. Significant effects were
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Fig. 1. The mean DC times over days for all groups
(replication). О = handled-non-isolated; · = Handled
isolated; Π = non-handled-non-isolated ; • = nonhandled-isolated.
found for handling (F = 24-2; df= 1,123;
7» < 0-001), isolation (F = 43;
#=1,123;
^ < 0 - 0 5 ) , days (F=S7·,
#=6,738; Ρ <
0-001) and the interaction handling X days
(F=3-9>df=
6,738; Ρ < 0002).
Discussion
In both experiments handling reduced the time
animals spent in the dark compartment of the
box. This was true for both isolated animals and
animals housed in pairs. Isolation on the other
hand, seems to increase time spent in the DC,
though this effect is not very pronounced.
Further investigation on this variable seems to
be necessary. It can clearly be stated that, under
the assumption that handling decreases and
isolation increases emotionality in rats, the
results support the hypothesis that one factor

5

influencing dark preference in albino rats is
I heir emotional level.
The strong handling elìcci found mny he
interpreted ns rcllccling partial habituation to
some parts of the testing procedure. The
reaction of running into the dark is an emotional
response to the procedure of picking up the
animal and putting it into the test box as well
as to the stimuli of the new situation. It can be
supposed that handled animals are habituated
to being seized by the experimenter and hence
to parts of the testing procedure. This would
result in a decreased emotional reaction.
Besides having a different level of dark
preference, handled animals, if considered over
days, also follow quite different curves compared with non-handled ones. DC times decrease
in handled animals from day to day while
non-handled ones show an initial increase,
followed by a later decrease. The only nonhandled group not showing the initial increase
was the group of animals housed in pairs from
the first experiment. Day-to-day decreases are
consistent with the concept of dark preference
as an emotional response which habituates over
trials. This concept, however, cannot explain
the initial increase in non-handled rats.
The data show that an increase in time in
the DC is accompanied by a decrease in the
number of compartment changes. Reduced
ambulation on the second test day is sometimes
also found in the open field (Levine & Broadhurst
1963; Levine et al. 1967; Williams & Russell
1972). Whimbey & Denenberg (1967), correlated
data from several tests and factor-analysed the
correlation matrix. They found that open-field
activity on the first day had positive loadings
on a factor which they interpreted as emotional
reactivity, while activity on following days
loaded negatively on this factor. High activity
on the first day therefore can be a sign of high
emotionality.

Table II. Mean Number of Compartment Changes During the First, Third and Seventh Trials
Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Day 1

Day3

Day 7

Day 1

Day3

Day 7

h-ni

6-2

6-3

60

6-8

5-3

5-9

h-i

4-5

4-6

5-2

6-2

6-2

61

nh-ni

3 1

2-9

4-7

5-7

2-2

3-7

nh-i

3-2

20

3-8

4-6

2-6

3-8
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This may lead to the following explanation
of the present results which, however, is somewhat speculative, (t claims that animals faced
with a new situation fìrst show a general escape
tendency (Welker 1959); in handled animals
this reaction soon habituates and develops into
exploratory behaviour. In non-handled animals
this change takes much longer to occur. Finding
no possibility of escaping from the situation
they try to avoid the new stimuli as far as
possible. As a result they stay in the dark.
The present finding might have some consequences for the use of dark preference in
experiments on biochemical transfer of learning.
Ungar et al. (1972) claim that a specific piece of
learned information from the brain of a donor
animal is carried over to the recipient animal,
inducing dark avoidance. If, however, dark
preference is an emotional reaction it is no longer
necessary to assume such a specific mechanism.
Every treatment or drug reducing emotionality
is expected to reduce time in the dark. Goldstein
(1973) points out that Ungar has not used
appropriate controls for treatments given to
trained donor animals. Until experiments using
such control groups have been carried out,
transfer of dark-avoidance is open to interpretations in terms of emotionality reducing
properties of the injected materials.
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Abstract
The hypothesis was tested that rats' initial activity in a novel .situation represents
escape tendencies rather than exploratory behaviour. 30 male albino rats were handled when
90 days old, another 30 rats remained undisturbed. All the animals got 7 trials in a light-dark
preference situation. For half of the animals the lighted part contained additional stimuli.
Although activity was high, rats did not investigate the.se stimuli in the first trials. This result
seems to favour the escape hypothesis.

In a recent investigation ( A U L I C H et al. 1974) adult handling was found
to reduce rats' preference for the dark p a r t of a t w o c o m p a r t m e n t box.
Because adult handling is often thought t o make rats less fearful (MEYERS
1965; JOFFE and LEVINE 1973) it was concluded that dark preference might be
used as a measure of emotionality. G r o u p differences, however, were rather
small on the first testing trials and only increased with successive trials. In
non-handled rats time spent in the dark increased from the first t o subséquent
trials while activity decreased. O n later trials activity recovered again. In
handled rats stays in t h e d a r k became shorter with repeated testing while
activity remained rather constant. These changes across trials made an interpretation of t h e results rather difficult.
High activity on the first trials and a decrease on later trials have often
been found in open field studies (e. g. BROADHURST and IÍYSKNCK 1964). T w o
main lines of interpretation attempt to deal with this pattern. T h e first one
assumes t h a t initial activity reflects exploratory o r stimulus seeking behaviour. When exploratory tendencies arc habituating during the first trials,
activity is reduced. T h e other line of interpretation states t h a t initial activity
represents efforts to escape from the novel situation (WELKER 1959; WHIMBEY
a n d DENENBERG 1967). After these efforts have proved t o be ineffective, fearful rats will freeze or stay in a safe place within the situation.
Both types of explanation, however, have t o meet the difficulty that in
some studies the decrease in activity was followed again by a n increase ( W Í L -
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HAMS and RUSSELL 1972; RUSSELL and WILLIAMS 1973). The escape hypothesis

can deal with this fact by assuming that on later trials, when fear has lost its
suppressive effects, rats will start to investigate the apparatus. Supporting the
exploration hypothesis, VALLE (1971) postulates that activity in a novel situa
tion depends on the strength of tendencies to approach new stimuli on the one
hand and avoidance tendencies caused by fear on the other hand. Further
more he assumes that approach tendencies are at a higher level on the first trial
but habituate at a faster rate than avoidance tendencies. This should lead to a
decrease in activity across the first trials. Later when approach tendencies have
habituated to a stable level while habituation of fear still goes on, activity is
expected to recover again.
The present study was designed to investigate whether the exploration
hypothesis, especially VALLE'S version of it, or the escape hypothesis represents
a more valid interpretation of initial behaviour in the dark preference test. To
distinguish between the two sorts of activity, additional stimuli were to be
brought into the lighted parts of the apparatus. If initial activity represents
exploratory behaviour it was expected that already in the first trials rats
would spend a considerable amount of time investigating these stimuli. Ac
cording to VALLE'S differential habituation hypothesis these stays should
become shorter across the first few trials. If, however, investigation is at a low
level in the first trials but increases during later trials, the escape hypothesis
would be supported.
The sort of effects additional stimuli will have could depend on the
animals' emotional level. Low emotional rats might react with investigation
while avoidance might prevail in fearful animals. This assumption is support
ed by results of DENELSKY and DENENBERG (1967). They found that rats whidi
had been handled before weaning explored a cross т а г е more, the more
stimulus change it offered while non-handled rats explored less with increasing
stimulus change. To control for this possibility, adult handling was used as a
means to reduce fearfulness in the present experiment.

Method
Subjects
From cadi of 15 litters of albino WU (SPFCpb) rats (LOOSLI 1975), after weaning at
23 days of age, 4 (5 <5 were chosen randomly and housed together in macrolon cages. Food
and water were available ad lib. The light period lasted from 8.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. At 60
days all the animals were housed individually. Starting at an age of 90 days two animals
from each litter were handled 5 min a day on 7 consecutive days. The other two animals
remained undisturbed. Handling consisted of removing a rat from its home cage, holding it
in one hand and stroking its Ъл<к with the thumb of the other hand at a rate of about
60 times a min. Testing started 3 days after the last handling treatment.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as the one used in the AULICH et al. (1974) study. Two
compartments (30 X 30 cm) were connected by a runway (80 X 12 cm). In the middle of
the runway a starting compartment (25 X 14 cm) was attached to one of the side walls.
AH the walls were 30 cm high and were made of Perspex. One half of the box was painted
white, the other half was painted black. The black compartment was covered by a wooden
lid. The white compartment was lit by a 40 W bulb providing 320 lux at the middle of the
compartment floor. This was the only light in the testing room. For half of the rats the lighted
compartment contained two blocks ( 8 X 6 X 4 cm) covered with aluminium foil and a grey
plastic tube (12 cm I, 6 cm φ). Additionally three horizontal strips of aluminium foil, 1 cm
wide, were attached to the walls of the white compartment. For the other rats the lighted
compartment was empty.
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Procedure
From cadi litte- one handled and one non-handled rat were assigned to cadi of the
testing conditions. Immediately before a trial an animal was carried from the colony room
to the adjoining testing room. There it was removed from its cage by the tail and placed
into the starting compartment. The sections of the box entered, as well as the duration of
the visits, were recorded over a period of ISOs. The criterion for scoring a visit to a section
of the box was that the hindlegs should be within that section. A non-handled animal was
always run after a handled one. After each animal the box was cleaned with a wet sponge
and dried with hot air. Each rat received 7 trials on 7 consecutive days under the condition
to which it had been assigned.

Results
Activity was estimated by counting the number of compartment entries
during each trial (Fig. 1). On these data a 2 (handling) X 2 (complexity) X 7
(days) randomized block, repeated measure analysis of variance was calculated. Handled rats entered more compartments than rton-handled ones ( F - 2 5 . 2 ;
degrees of freedom [df]: 1 and 14; ρ < 0.001). The number of compartment
entries decreased from the first to subsequent days (F - 4.1; df: 6 and 84;
ρ < 0.01). The signifi
cant handling X days
interaction,
however,
indicates that the activi
ty curves across days in
handled rats were quite
different from those in
non-handled rats (F =
с
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days

Fig. /:
Mean number of
compartment entries on the
different days ( Λ : handlcd:
no-objects, 0
handled-objeets, A : non-handled-noobjects, φ :
non-handlcdobjccti)

The time an animal stayed in the lighted compartment and in the runway
leading from the starting compartment to the lighted compartment served as
an index of object investigation (Fig. 2). This time compound was used because
rats investigating the objects often stayed with their hindlcgs in the runway.
An analysis of variance shows that both handling and testing in the more com)lex box increased the mean time spent in the lighted parts of the box (hand
ing: F = 17.1; df: 1 and 14; ρ < 0.01; complexity: F - 6.5; df: 1 and 14;
ρ < 0.05). The significant handling X complexity interaction, however, in
dicates that it was particulary the combination of handling and additional
stimuli which was effective (F = 17.2; df: 1 and 14; ρ < 0.01). It can be seen
that the duration of visits to the lighted parts was changing across trials only
in handled rats tested with additional stimuli. This is supported by significant
interactions between handling and trials (F = 2.7; df: 6 and 84; ρ < 0.02) as
well as between complexity and trials (F = 2.8; df: 6 and 84; ρ < 0.02).
Separate F-tests for each day showed that on the first two days neither hand
ling nor complexity had an effect.

f
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lijf. 2: Mean times in the dark compartment
.md mein times in the lighted parts of the box
( Λ : handlcd-no-objetts, C): handlcd-objccts,
A : non-handled-no-objccts, φ: non-handlcdobjects)

140

ігс
100

Dark preference data are also
80
presented in Fig. 2. Handled rats pre
ferred the dark less than non-handled
ones (V
11.3; df: 1 and 14; ρ <
60
in the dark
0.01). A significant handling X com
in the light
plexity interaction suggests that this
ло
effect is especially strong when addi
tional stimuli are present (F = 8.1; df:
1 and 14; ρ < 0.02).
го.
The duration of visits to the lighted ^
*--*-•»:-;*, ^ - •-. -:
area on the different days were inter- 3
I _ _ m ''*—*''/
correlated and the resulting 7 X 7 cor1 2 3 4 5 6 7
days
relation matrix was factor analysed
according to the principal components method. Factorization was stopped
when the eigenvalue of a factor was smaller than one. The resulting factor
matrix can be seen in Table 1. The same procedure was applied to compart
ment entries and times in the dark. The factor patterns were quite similar to
the one extracted from correlations between durations of stays in the light.
Table 1: Unrotated factor loadings on the different days and percentage extracted variance
day
day
day
day
day
day
day

Factor 1

Factor 2

0.53
0.62
0.08
-0.H
-0.30
-0.45
-0.01

0.45
0.59

1
2
3
«
5
6
7

extracted percentage variance per factor

Η

ass

0.87
0.84
0.66
0.73
53

Discussion
As in a former study (AULICH et al. 1974) activity was rather high on the
first trials and decreased on later trials. This reduction in activity was paired
with an increase in dark preference. Only handled rats tested in the more
complex apparatus proved an exception. These animals showed an increase in
activity across days on the one hand and a decrease in dark preference on the
other hand. The shorter visits in the dark compartment, however, were com
pensated by longer stays in the lighted parts of the box. For all the other
groups duration of visits in the lighted parts was rather short. This means that
only handled rats investigated additional stimuli to a greater extent while in
non-handled rats avoidance prevailed. This result is in accordance with the
interaction DENELSKY and DENENBERG (1967) found between early handling
and stimulus complexity. Even in handled rats, however, additional stimuli
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did not affect stimulus investigation on the first two trials. It was only on
later trials that these rats spent longer periods investigating the objects.
These results indicate that rats do not investigate complex stimuli on the
first trials although activity during these trials is rather high. This is in contrast with findings RUSSELL and WILLIAMS (1973) obtained in the open field.
These authors found some investigation of an object on the first trial and a
subsequent decrease. Th<: initial lack of investigation in the present study and
the following increase across trials in handled rats suggest that rats' initial
activity is not directed towards exploration of new stimuli. Nevertheless an
interpretation in terms of exploratory activity cannot be completely excluded.
To explain the results in this way one has to assume that in bandied rats
avoidance tendencies habituate more rapidly than approach tendencies do
while in non-handled rats the opposite is true. This extension of VALLE'S
original hypothesis, however, represents a post hoc interpretation. With a two
process theory it is possible to explain any and every type of curve if appropriate assumptions are made on the habituation rates of these processes.
An explanation considering initial activity as escape behaviour seems to be the
more parsimonious interpretation at least as far as the dark preference situation is concerned.
Another argument for the escape hypothesis comes from results of factor
analysis. Factor 1 has high loadings on the first two days. This suggests that
factor 1 is associated with the novelty of the situation. Nevertheless this factor
cannot represent exploration because it does not load on later trials when
total object investigation is somewhat higher than on the first trials. WHIMBEY
and DENENBERG (1967) correlating group mean scores extracted a similar
factor whidi they interpreted as emotionality. Fiere it is believed, however,
that factor 1 stands for a general flight process which is independent of treatment. This process is assumed to represent only one aspect of emotionality.
The second factor emerges as soon as group differences develop. Therefore it
might represent processes which are influenced by the handling treatment. This
might be exploration, as WHIMBEY and DENENUERG assume, as well as another
aspect of emotionality which is sensitive to treatments, namely individual
fearfulness. Which interpretation is the more appropriate one, however, cannot be decided from the present data.
The fact that two independent factors were found to operate in the dark
preference situation on the different days stresses the importance of repeated
testing. A single measurement might lead to faulty conclusions as far as effects
of prior treatments are concernea.
Summary
The present study investigated whether initial activity in a light-dark
reference test is directed towards the investigation of new stimuli or is
rought about by flight tendencies. One group of 90 days-old male Wistar rats
was handled for 7 days while the other group remained undisturbed. Every
rat was tested on each of 7 consecutive days. For half of the animals from each
group the lighted compartment contained additional stimuli while it was
empty for the other half. On the first two trials rats did not investigate these
additional stimuli. On later trials, however, handled rats spent a considerable
amount of time exploring the objects. No increase in investigation was observed in non-handled rats. Durations of time spent with the stimuli on different
days were intercorrelated. Factor analysis revealed one factor loading on the
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first two days while a second factor mainly loaded on later trials. The results
were considered as supporting an interpretation of initial activity in terms of
escape activity.
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersuchte, ob die Anfangsaktivität von Laborratten in einem Hell-Dunkel-Präferenztest dazu dient, neue Reize zu untersuchen, oder ob es sidi um Versudie handelt, aus der Testsituation zu entfliehen.
Г.іпе Gruppe 90 Tage alter männlidier Wistar-Ratten erhielt an 7 aufeinanderfolgenden Tagen eine „Handling"-Behandlung. Eine zweite Gruppe blieb
während dieser Zeit ungestört. Alle Tiere wurden an 7 aufeinanderfolgenden
Tagen getestet. Bei jeweils einer Hälfte der Tiere beider Gruppen w?ren im
hellen Teil der Versuchsanordnung zusätzlich Gegenstände angebracht, bei der
anderen nicht. Während der ersten zwei Testdurchgänge mieden die Ratten
diese zusätzlichen Gegenstände. An späteren Testtagen hingegen erkundeten
die Ratten mit „Handling" die Gegenstände stark. Bei Ratten ohne „Handling" war ein solcher Anstieg in der Explorationstendenz nicht zu beobachten.
Die Zeitdauer, die die Tiere an den einzelnen Tagen in der Nähe der Gegenstände zubrachten, wurde interkorreliert. Mittels einer Faktorenanalyse wurde
p'n Faktor mit hohen Ladungen auf den ersten beiden Testdurchgängen extrahiert. Ein zweiter Faktor lud hauptsächlich auf späteren Tagen. Die Resultate
wurden als Bestätigung dafür angesehen, daß Anfangsaktivität als Fluchtverhalten gedeutet werden kann.
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ABSTRACT
Aulich, D., 1976. Escape versus exploratory activity: an interpretation of rats' behaviour
in the open field and a light—dark preference test. Behav. Processes, 1: 153—164.
To test the assumption that dark preference in rats can serve as a measure of emotionality,
dark preference was compared with ambulation and defecation in the open field. One
group of 80-days-old male rats was handled for seven days; another group remained undisturbed. All animals were tested on each of five successive days in both a light—dark
preference situation and an open field, dandled rats ambulated more in the field and stayed
less time in the dark than non-handled ones. Significant negative correlations were found
for the different days between open field ambulation and dark preference. Correlations
between dark preference and open field defecation were positive except on day one. From
the first to the second trial dark preference increased in both groups while open field
ambulation decreased. The results were considered to support the hypothesis of dark
preference as a measure of emotionality.
In a second study an investigation was made as to whether high initial activity in a new
situation is brought about by exploration or by an escape tendency. Again one group of
male albino rats was handled. During testing, half of the handled und half of the non-handled
rate had the chance of escaping from the open field into the luljaccnl home rage. Prom there
the animals had the possibility of re-entering I he field. The second half of each group had
to stay in the field. These latter animals showed a remarkable decrease in ambulation from
the first to the second trial. Rats which had access to their home cages seldom're-entered the
field in the fint trial. In later trials, however, ambulation in the field increased. Non-handled
rats needed more trials before they started investigating the field. It was concluded that this
result gives more support to an explanation of initial activity in terms of escape behaviour.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent investigation (Aulich et al., 1974) it was shown that in albino rats
the preference for the dark part of a two-compartment box can be reduced by
adult handling. Because adult handling is considered to reduce emotionality
(Meyers, 1965; Joffe and Levine, 1973) it was suggested that dark preference
might be used as an index of an animal's emotional level.
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If dark preference is to be established as a measure of emotionality, it should
be related in some way to other emotionality measures. High emotionality in
rats is commonly defined by low ambulation and high defecation in the open
field (e.g. Denenberg and Morton, 1962; Broadhurst and Bignami, 1965). Dark
preference which is supposed to be high in emotional animals should therefore
correlate negatively with open field ambulation and positively with defecation.
The interrelationship, however, might be more complicated because the
negative relationship between defecation and ambulation in the open field
seems not to be as consistent as is often claimed (see Archer, 1973). Whimbey
and Denenberg (1967) found a positive correlation between both measures in
the first of 14 repeated trials while correlations in later trials were negative.
This work has been criticized, however, because they used group mean scores,
taken from several experimental conditions (Archer, 1973). Another argument
against a simple negative relationship comes from investigations which found
high activity in the first trial, together with high defecation (Livesey and Egger,
1970; Williams and Russell, 1972). In later trials a considerable decrease in
activity could be observed. Corresponding observations could be made in the
Aulich et al. (1974) study. On the first day non-handled rats preferred the dark
less than on following days. Only if rats become more fearful with repeated
testing, can the assumption of a monotonie relationship between emotionality
and dark preference be upheld.
The present paper deals with such changes across trials and with their
relationship to emotionality. In both studies to be reported below the effects
were investigated of repeated testing on different types of behaviour expected
to reflect emotionality. In the first experiment changes in open field behaviour
were compared with changes in dark preference. The second study was set up
to decide between two alternative interpretations of these changes, especially
of changes in locomotor activity.
EXPERIMENT 1

This study represents an attempt to validate dark preference as a measure
of emotionality by linking it to ambulation and defecation in the open field.
A negative correlation was expected to be found with ambulation and a positive
one with defecation, at least from the second trial on. The findings of Whimbey
and Denenberg (1967) suggest that the correlation with defecation might be
negative in trial one.
Another way to demonstrate the relatedness of emotionality variables is
by means of a treatment expected to alter emotionality. Variables considered
to measure the same trait should be effected by such a treatment in the same
manner. Because adult handling had been proved to be effective in reducing
dark preference (Aulich et al., 1974) it was used again in the present study.
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METHOD
Subjects
Twenty-four male albino WU ( SPF бЗСрЬ) rats (Loosli, 1975) bred in our
laboratory were housed in pairs after weaninR at 28 days. Food and water were
available ad lib. The light period lasted from 08.00 to 20.00 hours. When they
were 60 days old all animals were housed individually. Starting at 80 days, half
of the animals received a handling treatment on seven consecutive days while
the other half remained undisturbed. Handling consisted oí removing an animal
from its cage, holding it in one hand for five minutes and stroking its back
with the thumb of the other hand about sixty times a minute. Three days
after the last handling session testing started.
Apparatus
The preference box resembled that used in the Aulich et al. (1974) study;
only the runway had been changed. Two compartments (30 X 30 cm) were
connected by two runways of 50 cm each which joined at an angle of 120°.
All walls were 30 cm high and made of Plexiglass. One half of the box was
painted white, the other was painted black. The white compartment was lit by
a 15 W bulb, providing 80 lux in the middle of the compartment floor. The
dark compartment was covered. The new runway system was used because it
provided a good starting place and established a continuously decreasing
brightness gradient from the white to the black compartment.
The open field was a i m square base with walls 30 cm high. Base and walls
were made of wood and were painted white except for one wall made of
transparent Plexiglass. The brightness was adjusted to 80 lux on the floor of
the field. Observation was done from an adjacent room through a one-way
screen.
Procedure
Before a trial a rat was carried from the adjoining colony room to the testing
room. There it was removed from its cage and placed into either the starting
angle of the dark preference box or the middle of the open field. All rats were
tested in both situations on each of five consecutive days. Half of the handled
and half of the non-handled rats were run first in the open field on all five
days, the remaining half from each group was first run in the preference situation.
After at least three hours, testing in the second situation followed. Before an
animal was tested the apparatus was cleaned with a wet sponge and dried
with h o t air.
In the preference situation the lengths of time an animal stayed in the
different parts of the box were registered over a period of three minutes. For
the open field a time sample method was used. Over a period of five minutes
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the position of each r.at in terms of squares was recorded at five-second intervals.
The number of squares an animal had to traverse to get from one place to the
other was used as an ambulation measure.
RESULTS

Fig. 1 presents times in the dark compartment together with open field
activity for handled and non-handled animals. For both measures a 2 (testing
order) X 2 (handling — non-handling) X 5 (trials) repeated measure analysis of
variance was calculated. Testing order had no effect on either open field
ambulation or dark preference and there were no interactions between testing
order and other variables. Handled rats spent less time in the dark compartment
(F = 16.5; df= 1/20; ρ < 0.001) and ambulated more in the field (F = 5.7;
df= 1/20; ρ < 0.05) than non-handled ones. t-Tests indicate that differences
were not seen on the first day. In both situations a significant effect of trials
could be found (dark times: F = 16.7; df= 4/80; ρ < 0.001; open field ambulation:
F = 21.7; df= 4/80;p < 0.001). Interactions between handling and trials were
not significant.
Mean defecation scores decreased actoss trials. Because many rats showed no
fecal elimination, only the number of rats which did defecate during a trial
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Fig. 1. Mean number of squares traversed in the open Held and mean time in the dark
compartment (DC), (A : handled, · : non-handled).
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was determined for both groups. On these data binomial tests were calculated
for each day. None of them revealed a significant difference between handled
and non-handled animals. In the preference situation even on the first day less
than 20% of the rats defecated.
Table I presents correlations between time in the dark, open field ambulation
and open field defecation. It should be noted that on the last two days only
five and four rats, respectively, showed fecal elimination.
DISCUSSION

The results of a former study (Aulich et al., 1974) were repeated insofar as
non-handled rats stayed longer in the dark than handled ones. In the present
study, however, dark preference in handled rats also increased from the first
to the second trial. This might be a result of the new testing box which offered
fewer comers in the centre part than the one used in the former study.
In the open field, handled rats ambulated more than non-handled rats. From
the second trial on, the ambulation level was considerably reduced. In both
situations handled and non-handled animals did not differ in the first trial.
Because in later trials differences do appear the possibility cannot be excluded
that activity scores might represent different processes in handled and nonhandled rats e.g. exploratory and escape behaviour, respectively. This question,
however, cannot be answered from the present data.
Group differences from the second trial onwards are consistent with the
concept of dark preference as an emotional measure. A treatment which de
creases dark preference should on the other hand, increase open field ambulation.
This, indeed, seems to be the case because the curves of both measures for a
number of days are rather alike except that they seem to be mirror images of
one another. This resemblance is also shown by the negative correlations
between these two variables; it is only on day one that this correlation is
marginal. The correlations are in the expected direction and have about the
same magnitude as individual score correlations found in other studies between
emotionality measures (Salinder, 1968; King, 1970).
TABLE I
Correlations between defecation (def), ambulation (amb) and time in the dark compartment
(DT) separately for all five days. Correlations underlined are significant at the 5 percent
level or beyond
Trials

def
DT

1
amb

DT

.40
.18

-.46

^пЛ
-.63
-.48

2

3

DT^ amb

DT

amb

DT

amb^

_PT_

.33

.32

-.16
-.48

.11

-.10
-.58

.07

-.39
-.38

4

* Correlations with defecation are point-biserial correlations.
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The first trial also proves to be an exception when correlations with open
field defecation are considered. In the first trial, defecation correlates positively
with open field ambulation and negatively with dark preference. On later days
these correlations show opposite signs. This is in accordance with the results
Whimbey and Denenberg (1967) got from group mean scores. In the present
study the changing relationship could be demonstrated when individual scores
were analyzed. If defecation indicates emotionality, then these correlations
mean that highly emotional animals are rather active in the first trial in both
situations (in the preference situation greater activity leads to shorter stays in
the dark) but that activity is low in later trials.
The present results show that a relationship exists between a rat's tendency
to stay in a dark place and those types of open field behaviour which are often
considered to reflect emotionality. It seems difficult, however, to explain the
rather low dark preference and the high activity on the first day, as well as the
changing signs of correlations. One line of explanation interprets high initial
activity as exploratory or stimulus-seeking behaviour. Halliday (1967), for
example, postulates that high emotionality can facilitate exploration. While
this approach assumes emotionality to be high in the beginning and to decline
gradually it might also be that fear is low on the first day and is incubated in
the period between the first and the second day. Incubation of fear has been
demonstrated for both active and passive avoidance conditioning (see Brush,
1971). Again first trial activity is considered as exploratory behaviour which is
later suppressed by incubated fear.
In opposition to these interpretations in terms of exploratory behaviour
first trial activity might be seen as an attempt to avoid new stimuli. Whimbey
and Denenberg (1967) suggest that this activity represents efforts to escape
from a new situation. In a study by Welker (1959) it was tested whether the
exploration hypothesis or the escape point of view is more valid. Welker
attached a small darkened box to a lighted activity box. When the door
connecting the two boxes was closed, animals confined in the lighted box were
highly active. As soon as the door was opened, however, most rats rapidly
entered the small box and remained there for the rest of the trial. This behaviour
was interpreted as escape behaviour. Welker's procedure facilitates an unequivocal interpretation of open field activity. The possibility remains, however,
that the rats were only making a choice between two new places to explore
and that they first chose the less frightening one. To control for this possibility,
instead of the small darkened box a place should be used which is quite familiar
to the animals. In the second experiment reported here it was planned to compare
open field activity of rats having the chance to enter their own home cages, with
that of rats forced to stay in the field. If with the home cage available, first
trial activity is higher than activity in later trials, an interpretation in terms of
exploratory or stimulus-seeking behaviour would be supported. A result in
which activity is lowest in the first trial and increases in later trials would be
favourable to the escape hypothesis. In order to get more information on the
effects of adult handling, especially whether first trial activity means the same
in handled and non-handled rats, this treatment was used again in the second
study.
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EXPERIMENT 2
METHOD

Subjects came from 10 litters of albino WU (SPF 63Cpb) rats. After weaning
at 28 (Jays, four males were chosen randomly from each litter and housed together ir Macrolön cages. From 60 days of age onwards all animals lived
individually. At 120 days they were rehoused in metal cages (32 X 25 X 18 cm)
with a removable ceiling of wire mesh. The floor was covered with wood
shavings. In one v/all a hole ( 8 X 8 cm) was cut which was covered by a metal
door. After 10 days in these cages two animals from each litter received the
same handling treatment as described in the first study (group H), the other
two remained undisturbed (group NH). Testing started three days after the
last handling treatment.
The open field was the same as that used in the previous study except that
a hole ( 8 X 8 cm) was cut in the middle of one wall.
Before a trial an animal was brought to the experimental room, removed
from its home cage and put into a Macrolon cage. The door of the empty
home cage was placed directly against the hole of the open field. For half
of the animals from each handling condition the metal door was open (group O)
so that the rats could enter the home cage. For the other half the door remained
closed (group NO). This resulted in four groups: H — О, H — NO, NH — О,
NH — NO. After 30 seconds in the Macrolon cage an animal was picked up by
its tail and placed in the centre of the field. Ambulation in the field over a period
of five minutes was recorded in the same way as in the first experiment. For
animals which had access to their home cage the duration of their stays in the
field was measured. Each animal was given 8 trials on 8 consecutive days. Two
animals, one from the H — О group, the other from the NH — О group had to
be removed from the experiment because their tails were hurt when the metal
door was being closed at the end of a trial.
RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows open field ambulation on the eight days for those animals which
had the possibility of leaving the field. A 2 (H — NH) X 8 (trials) repeated
measures analysis of variance revealed that handled rats ambulated more than
non-handled ones (F = 6 . 3 ; ^ = 1/18;ρ < 0.05). Ambulation level decreased
over trials (F = 32.0; df = 7/126; ρ < 0.001). The handling X trials interaction
was not significant.
Because of the differing testing conditions no statistical comparisons were
made between О and NO groups. For animals which had access to the home
cage two ambulation measures were calculated. The first one consisted of the
number of squares traversed before the home cage was entered for the first
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Fig. 2. Mean number of squares traversed by animals which were not free to leave the field
(O: handled; A : non-handled).

time (period 1). The second measure represented the total number of squares
an animal traversed on subsequent re-enterings of the open field (period 2).
Besides this the total length of time spent in the field during each period was
determined. Activity measures were analyzed by two separate 2 X 8 analyses
of variance. Both times effects for handling only approached significance.
During period 1 non-handled animals ambulated more than handled ones
(F = 3.9; df = 1/16; ρ < 0.1). During period 2 handled animals seemed to be
more active (F = 4.0; df = l/16;p < 0.1) (Fig. 3). Activity across trials de
creased significantly for period 1 (F = 17.9; df= 7/112;p < 0.001) while an
increase was found for period 2 (F = 5.1; df = 7/112; ρ < 0.001). The interaction
between handling and trials was significant for period 2 {F = 2.4; df = 7/112;
ρ < 0.05). For period 1, however, it only approached significance (F = 1.8;
df = 7/112; ρ < 0.1). Because of these interactions F-tests for simple main
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effects had to be calculated (Kirk, 1968). When period 1 was considered, only
in the first trial non-handled animals ambulated significantly more than handled
ones (F = 9.2; df = 1/128; ρ < 0.01). For period 2 these F-tests were significant
from day 4 to day 7 (day 4: F = 4.7;ρ < 0.05; day 5: F = 7.0;ρ < 0.01; day 6:
F = 6.7; ρ < 0.02; day 7: F = 5 . 3 ; p < 0.05). An analysis of duration of stays
in the field revealed no new information. Stays before leaving the field for the
first time also became shorter across trials (F = 3.4; df = 7/112;p < 0.01) while
total length of re-enterings increased (F = 1.8;df= 7/112; ρ < 0.001). It may
be added that on no trial did an animal which had entered the square in front
of its home cage for the first time go back again into the field; but all animals
first entered the home cage.
With the home cage available, no animal defecated in the field. Therefore
Table II gives defecation only for animals which were not able to leave the field.
An analysis indicated an increase over trials (F = 2.2; df = 7/126; ρ < 0.05) but
no difference between handling conditions. Correlations between defecation
and ambulation for these animals ranged from .35 (p < 0.05) on day 1 and
-.14 on day 2 to -.49 (p < 0.01) on day 8.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
For animals which were not free to leave the field the activity pattern — high
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activity on the first trial, followed by a decrease — was similar in the two
experiments. Both times handled rats ambulated more than non-handled ones.
The decrease from the second trial on, however, was more pronounced in the
second study, especially in non-handled rats. Even after eight days no recovery
of ambulation rate was observed. On the other hand these rats showed no
decrease in defecation with repeated testing. A reason for this might be the
rather advanced age of the animals. Valle (1971) who got similar results in
150-day-old rats assumed that in older rats fear habituates more slowly than
in younger animals. This assumption, however, can hardly explain why in
Experiment 2 defecation increased on the second trial. This increase is easily
explained by the incubation of fear hypothesis. The escape point of view can
deal with this result only if it assumes thÄthe running response on the first
trial is incompatible with defecation. Only after activity is reduced does
defecation occur.
Animals, which during Experiment 2 had the opportunity of entering their
home cages, ran a longer distance on the first day before they left the field
than on later days. It seems that they first had to learn how to get into their
home cages. On the first trial this ambulation was at a higher level in nonhandled rats. This finding is comparable with the results of Savage and Eysenck
(1964). In their study Maudsley reactive rats had higher escape latencies than
rats from the Non-Reactive strain. It might be that a high fear level impairs
orientation in a novel situation. That this initial activity is not directed towards
the seeking and investigation of new stimuli is indicated by two facts. In the
first place, none of the animals which had reached the square in front of the
home cage for the first time after the beginning of a trial went back again
into the field, but they all entered the home cage first. Secondly, ambulation
thiil look place after the first stay in the home cage was lowest on the first day
luil. mereased on later days. In liuiulled rats this increase appeared a few trials
earlier than in non-handled rats.
The data from both experiments show that when rats have to stay in the open
field or in the light—dark situation they are most active on the first day. If
initial activity represents exploration, ambulation should also be at a high level
in those rats which have the possibility of retreating to the home cage. Actually,
on the first day only a few animals visited the field again after they had found
the home cage. Ambulation taking place after reentering of the field started at
TABLE II
Mean number of fecal boli excreted by animals which had to stay in the field in the first,
second and eighth trial
Trials

1

Handled rats
Non-handled rats

1.7
1.8

2

8
3.5
3.5

1.4
4.1
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a low level and increased over trials. These findings are more consistent with
the escape hypothesis. High initial activity only occurs if rats cannot get away
from a novel situation. Therefore, this activity is assumed to represent escape
behaviour.
First trial activity is also at a high level when a dark but unfamiliar area is
available. Even in such a situation rats first try to escape. Only after these efforts
had proved to be ineffective did most rats try to find a "safe" place within the
testing situation. This leads to prolonged stays in the dark compartment. In the
open field it is impossible either to escape or to hide within the apparatus. In
this situation initial escape activity if often followed by "freezing" which can
be seen as an equivalent to hiding. Keeping motionless in a situation where no
hiding place is available increases the chance of not being discovered by a possible
predator. The different reactions observed in the present experiments, namely
escaping, staying in the dark, and "freezing", are assumed to reflect successive
efforts to adapt to the requirements of a given situation.
With the home cage procedure it seems possible to isolate two different
processes which are responsible for activity in a novel situation. Ambulation
until the home cage is entered for the first time might represent escape behaviour
while activity during re-entering the field may be interpreted as exploratory or
stimulus-seeking behaviour. In a situation from which rats cannot get away the
two processes can hardly be separated from one another.
From the present data it is not possible, however, to agree with Whimbey
and Denenberg's (1967) interpretation that activity on the first day represents
emotionality while activity on later days is caused by exploration. On the
contrary, it cannot be decided whether emotionality is higher on the first day
or during the subsequent period of reduced activity. Perhaps the use of a unitary
emotionality construct is not adequate at all. Recently it has been doubted
whether such a single construct can account for all changes observed in so-called
emotionality measures (Archer, 1973). Instead of referring to emotionality it
has been suggested that a description be made of changes in frequencies of
different responses to novel environments over a series of repeated trials. This
approach seems to be more appropriate also in the light of the present data. It
might be more useful to consider appearance and habituation of different types
of behaviour, like escape activity, preference for a dark place or investigation of
new stimuli, than to search for a relationship between one sort of behaviour
such as ambulation and a single emotionality construct. This latter might lead
to severe difficulties in interpretation as is the case with initial activity.
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Chapter 4:
EFFECTS OF FEAR ON LIGHT AVERSION
IN ALBINO RATS
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ABSTRACT
In a first experiment it was investigated whether rats'
tendency to stay in the dark part of a light-dark choice
situation results from dark preference or from light
aversion.To decide which explanation is the more valid
one , three groups of male albino rats were tested in
the light-dark situation with an illumination of 20, Θ0
or 320 lux in the lighted part. Because brighter illu
mination resulted in longer stays in the dark part, rats'
behaviour was interpreted in terms of light aversion.
Moreover, it was investigated whether fear has an influ
ence on this light aversion. To reduce fear, half of the
rats from each group got an adult handling treatment.
Handling was found to decrease duration of stays in the
dark part of the apparatus.
In a second study it was tried to increase fear level by
applying white noise during testing. This treatment resul
ted in longer stays in the dark, an increase in ambula
tion and higher defecation scores.
Similar results were found in an open field with respect
to ambulation and defecation. Repeated measurements on
successive days yielded an initial increase in amount of
time spent in the dark and defecation scores on the one
hand, and a decrease in ambulation on the other hand.
These changes across trials were interpreted as resulting
from an increase in fear. Results from both experiments
support the assumption that light aversion is influenced
by fear.
INTRODUCTION
When rats are brought into a light-dark choice situation
they stay in the dark part of the apparatus roost of the
time. To a certain extent the strength of this preference
seems to depend on previous experience of the organism as
well as on characteristics of the testing situation.
Aulich et al. (1974) showed that adult handling and group
housing were effective in reducing the amount of time
rats stay in the dark part of a light-dark choice situa
tion.
Both treatments are considered to reduce level of fear
(e.g. Meyers, 1965; Morrison, 1969). In a second study
Aulich and Vossen

(in preparation) found that in a light-dark

situation similar to that used by Aulich et al., the illu
minated part is prefered to the dark part if the illumina
ted part is familiar to the animals while the dark part is
unfamiliar.
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Familiarity may be expected to reduce fear while novelty
does enhance it (Montgomery« 1955).
From both experiments it may be concluded that fearful rats have a stronger tendency to stay in the dark
than non-fearful rats. This leads to the suggestion that
the degree of preference for the dark part of a lightdark situation may be used as a measure of fear.
The two studies to be reported here have two main
objectives. First, it will be investigated what sort of
tendency it is that makes rats stay in the dark. Has this
tendency to be described in terms of dark preference or
in terms of light aversion? Secondly, the paper deals
with the question to what extent dark preference or light
aversion is influenced by fear In this context, fear is
defined as a complex of feedback stimuli, resulting from
responses, both overt and covert,which are elicited by
aversive stimuli. Fear is reduced as soon as one of the
responses results in termination of the aversive stimulus. The earlier such an effective response occurs, the
less fear will develop. Fear will reach a maximum level
if no such coping response is available i.e. if the situation is an inescapable one.
According to Russell (1973) the fear level of an organism in a novel situation is influenced by two factors.
First, it depends on how fear evoking the situation is.
If the above definition of fear is applied, the fear evoking power of a situation may be regarded as resulting
from the aversiveness of the situation on the one hand
and its inescapability on the other hand. Secondly, fear
level depends on the emotional responsiveness of the organism. This may be considered a kind of predisposition
which determines with how much fear the organism will
react to a given situation. Adult handling is believed
to reduce this emotional responsiveness. As a consequence
to this, handled rats are supposed to develop less fear
when confronted with aversive stimuli.
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Therefore, in the first study adult handling is used to
manipulate fear level. In the second study it will bo
tritaci lo make I he testini) sllu.ition more fear ovokincj
by applying additional avorslve stimulation from which
escape is impossible.

Experiment 1.
If extended stays in the dark compartment of a lightdark choice situation result from a general preference
for the darkest part of an environment it should make
no difference hew brightly illuminated the lighted part
of the apparatus is. If, however, light aversion is the
crucial factor, the escape response should become stronger
wnen
illumination
of the bright part is increased.
As a consequence, rats should then spend more time in
the dark. To decide which of the two hypotheses is more
valid it was planned to use three different levels of
illumination in the bright compartment. A second aim was
to investigate the influence of fear level on dark preference or light aversion. Therefore, half of each group
to be tested under one of those three illumination conditions got an adult handling treatment.

METHOD

Subjects
Subjects came from ten litters of albino WU (SPF 63 Cpb)
rats (Loosli, 1975). Three days after birth litter size
was reduced to six male pups. After weaning at 28 days
all animals were housed three to a cage. Food and water
were available ad lib.
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The l i g h t period l a s t e d from 08.00 to 20.00 hours. At 60
days of age a l l r a t s were housed i n d i v i d u a l l y . S t a r t i n g
a t 80 days three animals from each l i t t e r received a hand
l i n g treatment on seven consecutive days while the other
three r a t s remained undisturbed. Handling consisted of
holding a r a t in one hand for five minutes and stroking
i t s back with the thumb of the other hand about s i x t y times
a
minute. From each l i t t e r one handled and one nonhandled r a t was assigned to each of three illumination
c o n d i t i o n s : 20 lux, 80 lux and 320 lux. Three days a f t e r
the l a s t handling session t e s t i n g s t a r t e d .

Apparatus
The preference box was the same as the one used in the Aul i c h (1976) study. A groundplan can be seen on fig. 1. Two
compartments (30 χ 30 cm) were connected by a runway con
s i s t i n g of two halfs of 50 cm each which joined in the mid
dle a t an angle of 120° providing a s t a r t i n g p l a c e . All walls
were 30 cm high and made of p l e x i g l a s s . One half of the box,
i . e . one compartment and the adjoining p a r t of the runway,
was painted black. The black compartment was covered, the
white one was l i t by a 100 W b u l b . The illumination of the
white compartment was adjusted by a variable r e s i s t a n c e to
20 lux, 80 lux or 320 lux a t the floor.

Fig.

1: Groundplan of the light-dark

apparatus.
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Procedure
Before each trial an animal was carried from the colony
room to the experimental room. There it was removed from
the cage by its tail and put into the runway. The amount
of time an animal stayed in each part of the box was re
corded over a period of three minutes. Before an animal
was tested the apparatus was cleaned with a wet sponge
and dried with hot air.

RESULTS
The total amount of time spent in the dark compartment
on each day is presented in fig. 2. The scores were ana
lyzed by a 2 (handling) χ 3 (illumination level) χ 7 (tri
als) randomized block, repeated measures analysis of vari
ance. A similar analysis of variance was calculated for
the number of compartment entries.
Handled rats spent less time in the dark compartment
than non-handled ones (F = 28.3, df = 1/9, ρ < 0.001) and
more often entered one of the two compartments (F = 28.9
ρ < 0.001). Brighter illumination of the white compartment
resulted in a greater amount of time per trial spent in
the dark compartment (F = 10.6, df = 2/18, p < 0.01) and
in less compartment entries (F = 5.1, ρ < 0,05). A signi
ficant handling χ light interaction was found for stays in
the dark (F = 4.3, df = 2/18, ρ < 0.05) as well as for com
partment entries (F = 4.5, ρ < 0.05). The effacts of hand
ling on total amount of time spent in the dark most clearly
came
forward under the medium illumination level of 80
lux (fig. 2). Differences between trials in amount of time
spent In the dark compartment are reflected by a signifi
cant trial effect (F » 10.3, df = 6/54, ρ < 0.001).
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A similar effect was observed with respect to number of
compartment entries (F = 11.6, ρ < 0.001). Over the first
trials the tendency to stay in the dark became stronger
while the number of compartment entries decreased. A sig
nificant illumination χ trials interaction indicates that
the increase in time per trial spent in the dark was not
equally strong at the different illumination levels (F =
1.9, df = 12/108, ρ < 0.05). The decrease in number of
compartment entries was stronger with non-handled than
with handled rats (handling χ trials interaction: F = 2.6,
ρ < 0.05).

DISCUSSION
Level of illumination in the bright compartment was found
to affect behaviour in the light-dark apparatus. The ten
dency to stay in the dark compartment which has been called
dark
preference in previous studies (Aulich et al.,
1974; Aulich, 1976) becomes stronger with increasing illu
mination of the briaht compartinent
. This response therefore
can be more adequately described in terms of light aver
sion.
At each of the three illumination levels handled rats
spent less time in the dark than non-handled ones. That
is to say, handling reduces light aversion. If handling
makes rats less fearful , this result may be considered
an indication that fear affects light aversion or, stated
differently, that light aversion can serve as an index of
fear.
The effects handling had on light aversion were not
equally strong at the different illumination levels. The
low level of 20 lux seems to be so little eversive that
even non-handled rats do not avoid it.
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The highest intensity of 320 lux on the other hand evokes
a rather strong reaction also in handled rats. Therefore
the relatively small difference between handled and nonhandled rats atthese levels is supposed to represent
"ceiling-effects-.
The increase in amount of time spent in the dark as
well as the decrease in activity found after the first
trial have already been observed in former studies (Aulich, 1976; Aulich and Splelhofen, 1977) and have been
discussed in detail. Because of its novelty the testing
situation is believed to be eversive and to induce escape responses in rats. This results in high activity and short
stays in the dark during the first trial. As these efforts
to escape prove to be futile, they are abandoned after
some time. Because the apparatus offers the possibility to
reduce eversive stimulation resulting from illumination in
later trials rats stay in the dark and are rather Inactive.

Experiment 2.
An eversive stimulus may be defined as a stimulus that results in withdrawal or in other responses directed towards
its termination. Staying in the dark, i.e. the withdrawal
response with respect to light has been used to demonstrate
the aversiveness of light in experiment 1. To show that
light aversion can serve as a measure of fear, an aversive
stimulus has to be applied which cannot be reduced or terminated by staying in the dark. This criterion is met by
white noise when it is applied so as to be of the same intensity everywhere in the apparatus.
That high levels of white noise are aversive may be concluded from experiments in which rats get the possibility
to terminate it by an escape response or to avoid it altogether (Harrison and Abelson, 1959; Barnes and Kish, 1957).
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In open field studies white noise has been applied to
demonstrate that some of the responses observed there may
be used as measures of emotionality. In these studies
responses to aversive stimuli have often been implicitly
defined as emotionality responses. White noise has been
found to increase defecation rate as well as ambulation
(Livesey and Egger, 1970; Ivinskis 1970). These results,
however, are in conflict with the often made assumption
that high defecation is correlated with low ambulation
(Denenberg and Morton, 1962; Wilcock and Broadhurst,
1967). Whimbey and Denenberg (1967) suggest that this negative relationship does not hold for the first testing
trial; in this trial high activity may be an index of
increased fear. It is not clear, however, whether hyperactivity found under white noise is limited to the first
testing trial. If an increase were found in further trials
this would strengthen objections against the use of ambulation as a measure of fear. Such a general increase in
activity might also effect light aversion because high levels of ambulation in the light-dark situation normally
result in shorter stays in the dark. To measure the effects
of white noise on ambulation independently from light aversion it was planned to apply white noise also in the open
field.
In the light-dark situation defecation has been found
to be too low to admit any conclusions. Pilot studies, however, have indicated that defecation strongly increases
when longer trials are used. In the present study, therefore, duration of trials was extended to nine minutes.

METHOD
Subjects.
24 male albino rats from the same strain as used in expe-
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riment 1 were housed in pairs after weaning at 28 days.
At 70 days of age all rats were housed individually. Test
ing started when the animals were 100 days old. Half of
the rats were randomly assigned to a white noise condi
tion; the remaining animals constituted a control group.

Apparatus
The light-dark apparatus was the same as the one used in
experiment 1. The white compartment was lit by a 15 W
bulb providing an illumination of Θ0 lux at the compart
ment floor.
The open field was a i m square base with walls of 30
cm height. Floor and walls were made of wood and painted
white, except for the front, which was made of plexiglass.
Thin black lines divided the floor into 36 squares. Bright
ness was adjusted at a level of 80 lux as measured at the
floor of the field. All observations were made from an
adjacent room through a one-way screen.
White noise was applied through loudspeakers supplied
by a white noise generator (20 - 20.000 Hz). Two speakers
above the light-dark box were adjusted at a distance of
about one meter, so that noise level at the floor of both
compartments was 90 dB. Another speaker was fixed one me
ter above the center of the open field providing 90 dB there.
For animals in the control group the air conditioning sy
stem of the experimental room produced a back ground noise
of 52 dB.

Procedure
Each rat was tested in both situations every day.
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Before each trial the animal was carried from the colony
room to the experimental room. There it was removed from
its cage and put either into the runway of the light-dark
apparatus or into the center of the open field. For ex
perimental animals the noise generator was switched on at
this moment.
In the light-dark situation the duration of each stay
in the different parts was registered. From these records
the number of compartment entries was calculated. For the
open field a time sample method was used. Every five se
conds the position of a rat was recorded in terms of
squares. The number of squares an animal had to traverse
to get from one place to an other was used as a measure
of ambulation. Each trial lasted nine minutes. To control
for effects of testing order half of the animals from
each group were run in the sequence open field - lightdark test (0-D) on all five days, the remaining half was
tested in the reverse sequence (D-0). Both test sessions
were separated by at least three hours.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows how many rats from each group defecated on
each day. The number of trials in which an animal defeca
ted was used as a unit for statistical analyses with Mann
Whitney U-tests. Animals defecated on more days when white
noise was applied (open field: U = 40, η = 12/12, p < 0.1;
light-dark situation: U = 36.5, ρ < 0.05). In the open
field rats run in the O-D sequence defecated more often
than rats run in the D-O sequence (U = 36, ρ < 0.05). In
the light-dark test defecation was higher in the D-0 group
(U = 42.5, p < 0.1). This means that defecation always was
higher in the first testing session on a day.
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Number of squares traversed in the open field during
nine minutes trials, number of compartment entries in the
light-dark situation and amount of time spent in the dark
compartment are also presented in table 1.
Activity data from both situations as well as total
amount of time per trial spent in the dark compartment
were analyzed by 2 (90 dB - 52 dB) χ 2 (testing order)
χ 5 (trials) repeated measures analyses of variance.
Testing order did not have an effect on any of these mea
sures. Both activity measures scored higher when white
noise was applied (open field: F = 10.4, df = 1/20, ρ <
0.01; compartment entries: F = 5.0; df = 1/20, p < 0.05).
A decrease in activity across trials was observed in the
open field (F = 22.1, df = 4/80, p < 0.001) as well as in
the light-dark test (F = 11.5, df = 4/80, p < 0.001).
Total amount of time per trial spent in the dark was larger
in
the
white noise group (F = 6.0, df = 1/20, p < 0.05)
and increased across trials (F = 5.5, df = 80, p < 0.001).
To study changes within trials, scores of ambulation
and amount of time spent in the dark were calculated se
parately for periods of three minutes. As can be seen from ta
ble 2, group differences with respect to both ambulation
measures were largest during the first period. In the
light-dark situation ambulation consistently decreased
within trials for both groups, while in the open field such
a decrease was found only in the noise group. Amount of
time per period spent in the dark increased within each
trial under white noise. For the control group an increase
was observed in some trials and a decrease in other trials.
It was not possible to analyze the defecation data in the
same way because the exact moment of elimination often was
not detectable. It is worth mentioning, however, that in
the light-dark test most fecal boli were excreted in the
dark compartment.

Tab le 2 : Resulte
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In the open field elimination mainly took place while rats
were freezing in a corner.

DISCUSSION
In both testing situations rats defecated more when white
noise was applied. If it can be assumed that white noise
is fear evoking, then defecation can be taken as measure
of fear. In most studies, defecation is described as a
response which wanes with repeated exposures to the testing situation (e.g. Hall, 1936). In the present study,
however, defecation was found to increase across the first
trials. A possible explanation for this pattern will be
discussed below.
Application of white noise not only increased defecation but also led to higher levels of ambulation in both
situations. The greatest part of this noise induced activity was found during the first minutes of a session
while in later minutes activity dropped to the level of
control animals. The combination of high ambulation and
increased defecation under white noise was not limited
to the first testing day as Whimbey and Denenberg (1967)
suggest but was found in all trials. From this result it
may be concluded that eversive stimulation sometimes increases ambulation.
In spite of its effects on ambulation white noise did
not lead to a smaller amount of time spent in the dark but
resulted in an even stronger light aversion. This increase
supports
the assumption that fear makes light more
aversive for rats. Difficulties in interpretation, however,
arise with respect to the increase in amount of time spent
in the dark observed across trials.
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When white noise was applied this increase was also found
within each trial. If a monotonous relationship does exist
between fear and light aversion, it might be suggested
that fear becomes stronger across trials. When white noise
is applied, fear should also increase in the course of
single trials.
Actually, some facts speak in favour of such an interpretation. First, there is the increase in defecation
found after the first trial pointing to an increase in
fear from the first to the second trial. Secondly, less
immobility or freezing was observed in the first trial
than in later trials. Thirdly, within single trials immobility mainly came forward in later periods. The last
point supporting the increase of fear hypothesis can be
derived logically from the conception of fear developed
in this paper. In previous investigations the initial running response has been shown to represent tendencies to
flee from the novel situation (Aulich, 1976; Aulirti and
Spielhofen, 1977). In the present study, however, initial
activity is not instrumental in escaping from white noise.
As a result a maximum level of fear is expected to develop with respect to white noise. It is assumed therefore
that with ineffective escape efforts fear becomes stronger
This
increase
of fear is believed to result in a subsequent reduction of activity, more defecation and an increase in aversiveness of light. It remains to be explained
why running is resumed at the beginning of later trials.
Running is regarded as a species-specific-defense-response,
i.e. an unconditioned response to dangerous and aversive
stimuli (Bolles, 1975). In rats this running tendency is
believed to be so strongthat at the onset of aversive stimulation
running overshadows other responses. In case this
first burst of activity is not effective, fear increases
resulting in a suppression of activity.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
In experiment 2 white noise and light served as the main
sources of aversive stimulation. Staying in the dark is
effective in reducing light input. It does not reduce,
however, stimulation by white noise because noise level
was the same everywhere in the apparatus. Nevertheless,
white noise leads to longer stays in the dark. Stated differently, a response instrumental in reducing one kind
of aversive stimulation is facilitated by a second kind
of aversive stimulation which cannot be reduced or terminated. In the discussion of experiment 2 this facilitation has been described in terms of fear. An interpretation is also possible, however, in terms of summation
of aversiveness. According to this interpretation, staying in the dark is a means of reducing the total amount
of aversive stimulation and thereby is reinforced. In
case white noise is applied, total aversiveness of the
situation becomes stronger. This aversiveness may be expected to energize the only response which is reinforced:
staying in the dark.
A similar interpretation is also possible for the
handling experiment. Illumination and white noise were
not the only aversive stimuli present in the situation.
Parts of the procedure like being picked up by the experimentor
but also aspects of the apparatus itself, like
novelty, may be considered aversive for rats. These stimuli too contribute to the aversiveness of the situation.
Handled rats already do have some experience with novel
stimulation. It may be assumed, therefore, that total aversiveness of the situation is less strong for them. As a
consequence less aversiveness does energize the withdrawal
response.
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Chapter 5:
BEHAVIOURAL CONFLICT IN TWO STRAINS OF RATS:
HOME CAGE PREFERENCE VERSUS DARK PREFERENCE.
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ABSTRACT.
When confronted with a novel situation rate show a
tendency either to stay at a dark place or to retreat
to a familiar place, if available. To produce a conflict between these two tendencies the rat's home
cage was connected by a runway to a dark but unfamiliar compartment. Three groups of rats were tested In
this apparatus with different levels of illumination
in the home cage. Independently from illumination level
Tryon Haze Bright rats showed a strong preference for
the home cage. This preference was also found in Wistar
rata. With a very high level of illumination in the home
cage, however, Wistar rats showed a preference for the
home cage only in the first few trials of a series of
repeated trials. In later trials they spent more time
in the dark part of the apparatus. The results were
regarded as an indication that in a novel situation
rats primarily search for a familiar place. When such
a place is available they tolerate eversive stimulation
present in this place.

INTRODUCTION
Rats that are placed into a novel environment

(e.g.

an open field or a comparable situation) generally
show a high level of activity. Repeated confrontation with the same environment results in a decrease
in activity over trials

(Ivinskis, 1970; Russell, 1973)

The initial high level of activity has often been considered as reflecting a tendency to investigate novel
stimuli or - more specifically - an exploratory drive
(Montgomery, 1953; Fowler, 1965).
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In a previous investigation (Aulich, 1976) it has been
shown, however, that the initial high level of activity
is not observed when rats are offered the possibility
to move from the open field into their home cages. From
this it has been suggested that the initial high level
of activity found in novel environments which the rat
cannot leave, reflects escape tendencies rather than exploratory tendencies.
Rats for the first time placed in a novel environment
that consists of a bright area and a dark one also display
a high level of locomotor activity (Aulich et al., 1974).
On later testing occasions this activity level is reduced
and a clear preference for the dark area is shown.
It is suggested that in a rat confronted with a novel
environment two tendencies prevail: a tendency to avoid
the brighter areas of the environment and a tendency to
move from an unfamiliar area to a familiar one. In its
natural environment the rats' burrow constitutes a place
which is familiar as well as dark. In the laboratory,
however, a conflict can be produced between the two tendencies.
In order to separate both tendencies, an environment
has been designed in which the rat is allowed to choose
between a bright but familiar area, its home cage, and a
dark but unfamiliar area. Locomotor activity and choice
behaviour are expected to provide information concerning
the relative strength of both tendencies. This information may lead to a better understanding of results obtained in the standard light-dark choice test, used in previous studies (Aulich, 1976; Aulich and Spielhofen, 1977)
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Experiment 1.

METHOD

Subjects
47 male, pigmented rats, descendants from the Tryon Maze
Bright (TMB) strain, were housed in pairs after weaning
at the age of 28 days. The light period lasted from 08.00
to 20.00 hrs. At the age of 60 days all animals were housed
individually in metal cages (32 χ 25 χ 18 cm) with a
removable ceiling of wire mash. The floor was covered
with wood shavings. In one of the walls a hole ( 8 x 8 cm)
was cut which normally was covered by a metal door. Before
tosi ing at about J00 days of age the rots wcro randomly
assiiinod Lo 4 groups: a control group of 11 .inlnuls and
three experimental groups of 12 animals each.

Apparatus
The control group was tested in the standard preference
box (Aulich, 1976). This box consisted of two compartments
(30 χ 30 cm) which were connected by a runway. The runway
consisted of two halfs of 50 cm each which joined in the
middle at an angle of 120° providing a starting place.
The walls were 30 cm high and were made of Plexiglass.
One half of the box, i.e. one compartment and the adjoining
part of the runway, was painted white, the other part of
the box was painted black. The white compartment was lit
by a 15 W bulb, providing 50 lux in the center of the compart
ment floor; the dark compartment was covered with a black
sheet of Plexiglass.
The experimental groups were tested in a modification
of the standard preference box.
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The entries from the runways to the compartments were
closed by metal sheets. In both sheets a hole ( 8 x 8 cm)
was cut enabling the animal to move from one part of the
apparatus into the other. The white compartment was replaced by the home cage during testing; the hole in the
wall of the home cage was placed directly against the opening in the metal sheet and the door was removed. A 40 W
bulb above the starting angle provided 150 lux at the floor
of the runway and 4 lux in the home cage and in the dark
compartment. For one experimental group home cage illumination
was held at 4 lux; for the two other experimental groups home cage illumination was adjusted to 50 lux
and 1000 lux respectively by means of an additional bulb
above the home cage.

Procedure
Testing took place between 10.00 and 14.00 hrs. Each rat
received one daily trial on 7 consecutive days. Each trial
consisted
of a 3 minutes period during which the animal was allowed to move around in the box. Before each
trial the rat was brought to the testing room and put into
a Macrolon cage. In the case of the experimental groups
the home cage was placed against the opening in the metal
sheet at the end of the white runway and the door was removed. After 30 seconds in the Macrolon cage the rat was
picked up by its tail and placed in the starting angle of
the runway. Before an animal was tested,the box had been
cleaned with a wet sponge and dried with hot air.
During the testing period total amount of time spent
in the different parts of the box (black compartment, runway and white compartment or home cage) was registered as
well as number of entries into one of the compartments or
into the home cage.
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Total amount of time spent in the different parts of the
box constituted an index of relative preference; number
of entries served as an index of locomotor activity.

RESULTS
In the standard light-dark preference box total amount of
time per trial spent in the dark compartment increased
during the early trials and decreased over the later tri
als. Number of compartment entries on consecutive days
followed an U-shaped curve (table 1). In the experimental
groups, where the white compartment had been replaced by
the home cage, number of compartment entries steadily in
creased over trials (table 2). A 3 (illumination levels)
by 7 (trials) repeated measures analysis of variance on
this measure revealed only a significant trial effect
(F = 19.3, df = 1/198, p < 0.001). Similar analyses of
variance on total time per trial spent in the home cage
and on total time spent in the dark compartment also re
vealed significant trial effects (home cage: F = 4.1,
df = 6/198, p < 0.001; dark compartment: F = 10.2, df =
6/198, ρ < 0.001). These two measures are not completely
independent because together with amount of time spent in
the runway they add up to 180 seconds. As shown in figure
1 an increase in time spent in the home cage during the
first trials was followed by a decrease during later tri
als. Illumination of the home cage did not affect either
number of compartment entries or amount of time spent in
the home cage.
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DISCUSSION
Results from the group tested in the standard preference
box closely parallel those obtained in a previous study
(Aulich, 1976). An inverse relationship was found between
total time spent in the dark compartment and number of
compartment entries. In the early trials an increase in
dark preference was accompanied by a decrease in number
of compartment entries.
In those groups which had access to the home cage
number of compartment entries steadily increased over trials while the amount of time spent in the dark compartment decreased. The greatest part of time, however, was
spent in the home cage by all three groups.
It is suggested that a rat which is brought into a
completely unfamiliar environment consisting of a dark
and a bright area, develops a strong preference for the
dark after an initial period of escape efforts.
This dark preference is accompanied by a decrease in locomotor activity. Repeated stays in the dark compartment
increase the degree of familiarity with this compartment.
From this familiar environment the rat starts to investigate the other parts of the apparatus. This results in
an increase in locomotor activity and a decrease in amount
of time spent in the dark. If, on the other hand, a rat
is brought into an environment that consists of a dark unfamiliar area and a bright familiar one, the rat develops
a
preference
for the familiar area independent from
how brightly this area is illuminated. When during repeated
testing
the whole situation becomes more familiar
the other parts of it will be visited. This leads to a
steadily increase in locomotor activity.
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The results indicate (a) that rats confronted with a
novel environment show a clear preference for the darker
parts of that environment and (b) that familiarity with
parts of the environment results in a decrease of dark
preference as well as a steadily increase in locomotor
activity.

Experiment 2.
In the unfamilisr light-dark preference box rats show a
strong tendency to stay in the dark area of the apparatus.
This tendency becomes stronger when illumination level of
the bright area of the box is increased (Aulich and Vossen,
in preparation). It seems that at least in an unfamiliar
environment light has aversive properties. In experiment
1 it has been found that home cage preference was independent from level of illumination in the home cage. It is
suggested that this independency may be due to the specific strain of rats used in that experiment. There are indications that light aversion may be particularly strong
in rats from albino strains (see Lockhard, 1963). So it
was decided to replicate experiment 1 using rats from an
albino strain.

METHOD
56 male albino Wistar SPF 63 Cpb rats (Loosli, 1975) were
kept under the same conditions as described in experiment
1. Testing started when the animals were about 100 days of
age. The rats were randomly assigned to 4 groups; a control
group of 14 animals and three experimental groups of 14 animals each.
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The control group was tested in the standard light-dark
preference box; the experimental groups were run in the
home cage modification of this box. For the three experi
mental
groups illumination levels in the home cage
area of the box again were 4, 50 and 1000 lux. The testing
procedure was the same as the one followed in experiment
1.

RESULTS
In the standard preference box an initial increase in
amount of time spent in the dark compartment per trial was
followed by a decrease on later trials. Number of compart
ment entries decreased after the first trial (Table 3).
For time spent in the dark compartment as well as for num
ber of compartment entries, the results from the Wistar
control group closely parallel those obtained in the TMB
control group in experiment 1.
In the home cage modification of the apparatus numbers
of compartment entries were considerably higher than in
the standard box. A 3 (illumination levels) by 7 (trials)
repeated measures analysis of variance on compartment en
tries revealed neither significant main effects nor a sig
nificant illumination χ trials interaction. Similar ana
lyses of variance were calculated for total time per tri
al spent in the home cage and for total time per trial
spent in the dark compartment. With respect to time in the
home cage a significant illumination effect was found (F =
24.6, df - 2/39, p < 0.001) as well as significant trial
effect (F = 4.3, df = 6/234, ρ < 0.001) and a significant
illumination χ trial interaction (F = 1.8, df = 12/234,
ρ < 0.05).
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As far as time in the dark compartment is concerned the
analysis revealed significant effects for illumination
(F = 5.0, df = 2/39, ρ < 0.05), trials (F = 10.4, df =
6/234, ρ -с 0.001) and for illumination χ trials inter
action (F = 2.8, df = 12/234, ρ <. 0.01). Figure 2 shows
that time spent in the home cage increased during the early
trials
while time spent In Lho dark compartment decreased.
Higher
illumination of the home cage resulted in a
smaller amount of time spent in the home cage and a larger
amount
of time spent in the dark compartment. Particu
larly
in the 1000 lux group the initial increase in
time spent in home cage was followed by a sharp decrease
during later trials. This decrease was accompanied by a
considerable increase in time spent in the dark compart
ment.

DISCUSSION
In the home cage modification of the standard preference
box Wistar rats - unlike TMB rats - are clearly affected
by illumination levels in the home cage. In the 4 lux
group an initial strong preference for the home cage is
maintained over trials. Also in the 50 lux and 1000 lux
groups a preference for the home cage develops during the
early trials. Expressed in total time per trial spent in
the home cage this preference is stronger for the 50 lux
group than for the 1000 lux group. On later trials, how
ever, amount of time spent in the home cage strongly de
creases in the 1000 lux group and only slightly decreases
in the 50 lux group. It is suggested that particularly in
the 1000 lux group two conflicting tendencies are present:
a tendency to avoid a bright environment and a tendency
to move from an unfamiliar environment into a familiar
one.
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Initially, the tendency to approach the familiar environment seems to prevail. Observation of the behaviour of
individual rats in the 1000 lux group, however, reveals
that during the early trials a tendency to avoid light
is present also in these animals. Some rats spent a great
deal of the time in the runway just in front of the home
cage; other animals did enter the home cage and engaged
in sand-digging behaviour there. The large numbers of
compartment entries obtained in the first trial - particularly in the 50 lux and 1000 lux groups - are believed
to constitute another indication of the presence of two
conflicting tendencies.
On later trials repeated confrontations with the dark
compartment resulting from a large number of compartment
entries reduced the degree of unfamiliarity of that compartment. As a result the tendency to avoid light became
predominant, particularly when level of illumination in
the home cage was high.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Locomotor activity of rats in a novel environment has often
been described in terms of exploratory behaviour resulting
from an exploratory drive. It has been suggested that rats
approach novel stimuli in the same way they approach food
(Montgomery, 1953; Fowler, 1965). In this view locomotor
activity in a novel environment is considered as appetitive
behaviour.
Results of recent experiments (Aulich, 19 76; Aulich and
Spielhofen, 1977) question the validity of that interpretation.
In a novel environment rats do display a high level of locomotor activity if they do not have the opportunity to move
from that novel environment into their home cages.
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If, however, that opportunity is offered to them, they
clearly prefer to retreat into their home cages. The
results of these experiments indicate that at iesst initially locomotor activity results from a tendency to escape
from novel stimuli rather than from a tendency to approach
them. The results of the present study support this view.
As shown in the present study the tendency to move
from an unfamiliar environment into the home cage prevails
over the tendency to avoid light at least initially.
Although light has aversive properties rats develop a
clear preference for their more or less brightly lit home
cages. From this familiar place they started to investigate
the enviroment. In TMB rats exploration of the novel environment steadily increased across trials as indicated by compartment entries. In Wistar rats tested with a brightly
illuminated home cage ambulation was rather high already
in the first trial. This initial activity suggests that tho
tendency to move from a familiar area into an unfamiliar
one is enhanced by the presence of aversive stimuli in the
familiar area.
In the standard light-dark box a familiar area is not
available. In that situation the tendency to avoid light
prevails, resulting in a large amount of time spent in the
dark compartment. Repeated exposures to the dark compartment reduce the degree of unfamiliar!ty of that compartment. To the extent that the dark compartment becomes more
familiar it too becomes a starting point for exploration
of the unfamiliar parts.
It is suggested that whether locomotor activity in a
novel environment should be described either in terms of escape behaviour or in terms of appetitive behaviour depends
on the absence or the presence of a familiar area in that
environment. If a familiar area is absent, locomotor activity reflects escape behaviour away from novel stimuli;
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if/ however, a familiar area is present, locomotor activity
reflects approach behaviour towards novel stimuli. This
distinction may solve the question whether fear either
facilitates (Halliday, 1967) or inhibits exploration
(Montgomery, 1955).
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grreri.TNCTH.
1. Bij het gebruik van defecatie als maat voor enotionaliteit bij ratten
vrordt vaak over het hoofd gezien dat defecatie een parasynçatische
reactie is.
2. Het onderscheid, dat Berlyne (1963) naakt tussen extrinsieke en intrinsieke exploratie, is weinig zinvol.
Berlyne, D.E. Motivational problems raised by exploratory and epistemic
behaviour. In: S. Koch (Ed.), Psychology: A study of a science.
Vol. 5, New York: McGraw Hill, 1963.
3. Het valt te betwijfeien of in "novel environnent" tests (Archer, 1973)
het angstnivo over opeenvolgende metingen afnéant.
Archer, J. Tests for emotionality In rats and mice: a review. Animal
Behaviour, 1973, 21, 205-235.
4. Het is mogelijk dat verschillende verschijnselen zoals het "Kamin-effeet",
het "learned helplessness" fenomeen en de afname in aktiviteit in nieuwe
testsituaties veroorzaakt worden door eenzelfde mechanisme, namelijk een
cholinerge "rebound".
5. De observatie, dat bij ratten in de loop van herhaalde trials in een
exploratietest een verlaging van de aktiviteit gepaard gaat met een ver^
hoogde defecatie, is in overeenstaiming met de opponent process theorie
van Solaron and Corbit (1974).
Solomon, R.L. and Corbit, J.D. An opponent-process theory of motivation.
Psychological Review, 1974, 81, 119-145.
6. Binnen de testpsychologie vrordt te weinig rekening gehouden met het door
Whimbey and Denenberg (1967) benadrukte verschijnsel dat hetzelfde gedrag
in opeenvolgende metingen verschillende interpretaties toelaat.
Whimbey, A.E. and Denenberg, V.H. Two independent behavioral dimensions
in open field performance. Journal of Comparative and Physiological
Psychology, 1967, 63, 500-504.

7. Het is opvallend dat steeds meer psychologisch onderzoek onder de
kategorie "exploratief onderzoek" gepresenteerd wordt.
8. Men kan zich afvragen of het geloof in een groot aantal wetmatigheden
binnen de psychologie zich ook zou kunnen handhaven als alle negatieve
onderzoeksresultaten gepubliceerd zouden vrorden.
9. Ctndat steeds meer vrouwen willen gaan werken kunnen werktijdsverkortingen
gezien worden als een bijdrage tot de emancipatie van de vrouw.
10. Als de aanleg van de smeerpijp bij Delfzijl een eerste stap tot het
milieubeleid van de toekonst is, gaan wij over een paar jaar ons
huisvuil weer voor de deur van de buurman storten.
11. Gelänge es der Skiwerbung den Einweg- oder Wegwerfski populär zu machen
so wären damit die wichtigsten wirtschaftlichen Probleme des Alpenraumes
gelöst.
12. Flir einen praktisch tätigen deutschen Psychologen ist das Anstreben des
Doktortitels etwa ebenso sinnvoll wie der Erwerb eines Bergführer-Diplans
für einen friesischen Landwirt.
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